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A REMEDIAL DRILL FOR
CORRECTING TliE LANGUACtE ERRORS OF CHILDREN
I. INTRODUCTION
Formal graimnar has occupied a very important place in
the curriculiim of most schools. But from the observation
of written school work, and oral classroom and playground
language, reports show that formal grammar does not pro-
vide an aid in overcoming the common errors of speech made
by the majority of pupils. Therefore, a more effective,
and a more logical procedure would be to give the study of
formal granmar a less important place than it nov/ occupies,
and give the time to a drill which would prove an efficient
aid in correcting errors made by pupils in the grades, in
the junior, and in the senior high schools.
II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND IDEALS
It is my hope to present a workable and interesting
English drill which teachers may use in helping to correct,
v/ith a view to eliminating or at least reducing, the number
of common errors made by children.
III. HISTORY
A study made in 1909,(1) called attention to the small
number of specific errors and the possibility of listing
the errors of a class. Pupils' errors which were made in
(1) Study made by G. M. ^^/ilson. Superintendent of Conners-
ville Schools (Indiana) and reported in "Errors in
Language of Grade Pupils" Educator-Journal, Dec, 1909.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2014
I.
1.
https://archive.org/details/remedialdrillforOOconn
a period of two weeks v;epe noted by tv/enty-four grade
teachers. Tv^o hundred and twenty-eight errors were
reported; "but an analysis of these errors showed that
there were 59 different errors, the other 159 were rep-
etitions .
The list of errors showed that "over 78 per cent of
the errors were in connection with the use of the verb."(l)
The following table "shov;s the total number of times
the error was reported, and the nature of the error in
general" : (1)
New Error
Verbs Pronouns Adverbs Mi sc. Total in grade
Grade 1 108 9 3 120 12
2 13 9 27 10
3 40 1 5 2 48 24
4 1 1 1
5 7 1 2 10 5
6 3 8 1 12 8
7 2 1 6 9 8
8 1 1 1
Total 179 30 8 11 228 69
The report further shov/s that the ten most common
errors occurred 133 times out of a total frequency of
228. Eence the elimination of these ten most common
errors would mean an elimination of 58 per cent of the
pupils' errors in spoken and written speech. At the
(1) VJilson, G. "Errors in Language of Grade Pupils,"
Educator-Journal, Dec. 1909.

conclusion of Ms report, Wilson recommended a systematic
dailj^ drill as a means of correcting these common errors.
This small initial study on the occurrence of language
errors was soon repeated and reported upon by other in-
vestigators .
A study along similar lines was made in Kansas City
in 1914. In January, 1915, the University of Missouri
published in their Bulletin, "A Course of Study in Gram-
mar Eased upon the Grammatical Errors of School Children
of Kansas City, Llissouri . " ( 1) Tiiis study was based on
the collection of errors made in one month in the pupils'
oral and written work of all the grades of the Kansas City
schools, from three to seven, inclusive. The errors of
5,833 pupils were tabulated, and in the chart of oral
errors, we find that 24 per cent of the errors made v;as
in the confusion of the past tense and the past partici-
ple, as "I seen, I have saw." This error occurred 1426
times, and "comprises one-fourth of the errors reported.
The next largest, 14 per cent, is the failure of the verb
to agree v/ith its subject in person and number," as "There
is six. You v/as." Charters and Miller found that "the
errors in the use of the verb constituted 57 per cent of
the total errors. "(2)
(1) This study v/as made by V/. V/. Charters, Dean of the
Faculty of Education and Professor of Theory of
Teaching, University of Liissouri, and Edith Ivliller,
Teacher of English, Soldan High School, St. Louis,
Llissouri .
(2) The University of Missouri Bulletin, Vol. 16, No. 2
Edu. Series 9, Jan. 1915.

Even in the v/rltten work the largest percentage of
errors, 19 per cent, occurred in the failure to make the
verb agree with its subject in number and person, as "You
was. lie don't."
Charters and Iv:iller proceeded to outline what a
course of study would be if it v;ere based upon the errors
of the children. They tabulated the rules broken and
illustrated, by means of the incorrect sentences, each
type of error. Hov/ever, they listed the rules which
should be taught in order to cover all errors, but no
definite or systematic form of drill was suggested. I
am, therefore, going to attempt to present a content
drill which will have as an objective, the correction of
common language errors.
In the June issue of the "Special Report of the Boise
(Idaho) Public Schools," 1915, there was published a report
covering a six-year investigation and experiment in the
improvement of English usage and the mechanics of English
in the elementary schools of Boise. Their findings were
as follows: All errors reported could be classified
under six headings:
1. Verb errors
2. Double negatives
3 . Mi spronunc i ations
4. Misuse of pronouns
5. Adverb errors
6. Colloquialisms.

Verb errors caused 50 per cent of the total number
of errors made in the first grade.
The tabulation of the errors reported was very
similar to those reported by Wilson in 1909.
Following this study and analysis of English errors,
a very definite remedial plan was introduced. "Each
teacher prepared a card bearing the names of her pupils
dovm the left-hand side, follov/ed by columns labeled
with the various errors. The teacher then tried by a
conversation with the individual, carried on in a rather
free and easy, unstilted fashion, on the playground, or
in study period, to get each pupil's record on these
points for five uses of the point she was scoring." (1)
After the teacher completed her scoring, she had a con-
ference v/ith the pupil and he could see how many times
he was likely to make certain mistakes and thus could
correct himself more intelligently. Exercises for drill
on correct forms v;ere devised and used throughout the
year, and the pupils were given every encouragement to-
ward greater alertness in eliminating their ovm mistakes.
The result was that in June a very great improvement
was noted in the English used by the pupils. The greatest
improvement v/as noted in the lower grades, due to the fact
that there v/as a greater chance for improvement in the
lower ;^rades .
(1) Special Report of the Boise Public Schools,
J^one, 1915.

The writer felt that the gains in the English usage
repaid the effort expended on this work.
Following these studies of the language errors made
in the elementary schools of Connersville
,
Boise, and
Kansas City, there appeared in 1916 a report of the lan-
guage errors made by the elementary school children in
the Gity of Cincinjnati . ( 1) The approach to this study
was made about the ssone as the Wilson study, v;ith the
exception that instead of covering grades one through
eight, only grades three through eight were considered.
The teachers reported all the errors noticed in the oral
language of their pup~* Is for a period of one week. Re-
ports from a total of 1,387 children v/ere used, and it
was noticed that children in the same district but in
different schools made exactly the same errors in prac-
tically the same proportion.
The investigators report the following as the ten
most common errors, which constitute 56 per cent of all
errors made:
"haven't no for haven't any
seen, had saw
ain't for ar. not, haven't, hasn't, isn't, aren't
done
got, ain't got, haven't got
I and my brother
kin, jist, git, ketch, etc.
Prank and me, for Frank and I
is, for are
them, for those" (2)
(1) Report made by Isabel Sears and Amelia Diebel of the
Garfield School in Cincinnati, Ohio.
(2) Sears and Diebel, "A Study of the Common Tiis takes in
Pupils' Oral English," Elementary School Journal,
Sept., 1916.

The incorrect use of verbs caused 50 per cent of
all the errors
.
V.liether or not a program for correcting these errors
v/as introduced was not stated, but the conclusion reached
from this study was that "if, in the total allowance of
time for grammar, the percentage of errors made is any
guide to the time which should be spent in overcoming
these errors, the study of formal grairuiiar I'/ould occupy
a small part of the total, and the time devoted to lan-
guage rork should not be decreased, but the character of
the work sho-jld be changed to meet the real needs of the
pupils. "(1)
In 1920, a comparative study of the findings of the
four previous studies made in Connersville, Kansas City,
Boise, and Cincinnati was made, and a list of errors
noted in lov/a consolidated schools was added. (2)
Summarizing, the author states that "a short study
of tv/o v;eeks in a small city, Connersville, gave a very
extensive and helpful list of pupil errors. The number
of errors added by the large Kansas City study, while im-
portant, is not very great, Boise added only a few more.
Quite a number v;ere added by the Iowa Consolidated school
compositions, but many of these are specific and would
have been included under the general heads of previous
reports ." (3)
(1) Sears and Diebel, "A Study of the Common I/Iistakes in
Pupils' Oral English," Elementary School Journal,
Sept., 1915.
(2) Study made by G. I'.:. V/ilson of the Iowa State College.
(3) Y/ilson, G. Id., "Locating the Language Errors of Children,
The Elementary School Journal, December, 1920,

From an analysis of the surveys made in the four
ates, we find that the ten most cormon mistakes from
ese five studies made at that time were as follows:
1. Ain't, hain't
2. Sav7 and seen (confusion)
3. Do, did, and done
4. Go, went, gone
5. Double negative
6. Come and came (confusion)
7. To, two, too (confusion)
S. Have got
9. Plural subject v/ith singular verb
10. Can and may (confusion)
"The outstanding facts about all of these studies
language errors are:
1. The list is exceedingly small.
2. Tnen the lower-grade list is made up
carefully, few errors are added by upper-
grade children.
3. Lower-grade errors persist in upper grades.
4. Verb errors constitute fully 50 per cent
of all errors and among these a very few
verbs make up most of the errors.
5. Errors are specific, which means that
they are not made by rule, and cannot be
effectively corrected by rule.
6. Oral and written errors are largely the
sam.e, except that in v/ritten work, one
new class of errors enters, namely, the
confusion of v/ords of similar sound.

7. There is a strong probability that if
the effort is placed on the correction
of mistakes actually made by children,
improvement can be made very rapidly." (1)
Since the total n-umber of common errors has been
shown to be relatively small, it v/ould seem that their
correction, through games, pride in correct speaking,
and the necessary direct instriiction, v/ould not be an
unreasonable task to ask of the teacher. V.fhile an effort
has been made by individual teachers interested in correct-
ing errors made by their pupils , no definite plan for
correcting the language errors of children has been pre-
sented in drill form until now. (page 23)
.
IV. APPLICATION
In reviewing the work that has been done locally,
that is, Boston and vicinity, we find a very splendid
piece of v/ork done by I.liss Alice Dunn of the V/ashington
(2)
Intermediate School, Boston. Miss Dunn made her first
study in the '.Veils School, Boston. For testing and reme-
dial drill, she used the V/ilson Language Error Test , which
consists of three stories, each containing twenty-eight
errors. I.Ilss Dunn reports that she v;as able to reduce the
written errors of 44, sixth grade pupils, from 166 to 127,
or a reduction of 24 per cent in written errors in six
months. This same class showed even greater improvement in
the correction of oral errors. The oral errors were reduced
from 728 to 235, or a reduction of 61 per cent in six months.
(1) Wilson, G. "Locating the Language Errors of Children"
The Elementary School Journal, Dec, 1920.
(2) Study made by I.!iss Alice Dunn Reported in Test Service
Bulletin IJo. 10 "Reducing Language Errors" World Book Co.

In the same school (Wells), 294 seventh and eighth
grade pupils were tested by !.:iss Dunn. After the first
test, the pupil was given an opportunity to see each of
his papers after the errors had "been carefully checked.
The pupil thus had an incentive to better his score on the
next test, which he did, with the result that each test
showed fev/er errors than the preceding one.
In the Washington Intermediate School, Boston, I.Iiss
Dunn made a study in tv/o seventh and two eighth grades
during the year, September, 1925 to June, 1926. The
total number of students tested v/as 125, with the majority
coming from non-English speaking homes. Again the Wilson
Language Error Test was used. On Story A, which was given
in September, two pupils had twenty-tv;o errors each, and
one pupil had one error. The common errors were as follov/s
if I was - if I were 123
sure - surely 111
real - really, very 100
to - too 85
feller - fellow 84
especial - especially 70
coiildn't eat no - could eat no, etc. 68
are - our 61
The pupils were encouraged to know their ovm fail-
ings, and they made every effort to correct them.
In February, Story B was given. The results of this
test were as follov/s : One pupil had the largest number
of errors, or 16; and one pupil had no errors.

The coimon errors on Story B were:
him - he 104
up - ujf^ 90
can - may 47
there - their 44
The examiner felt that the pupil was sensing his
own errors and was trying to reduce them to a minimum.
Another interesting report is made by Ivliss Dunn
on the results of working with a selected group of pupils
in the Sumrier Session of Boston University. There v/ere
28 pupils in the class, and these were from non-English
speaJcing homes.
Story A of the V.'ilson Language Error Test was given
during the first v;eek, and John made the largest number
of errors, 17. George, made the fev/est number of errors, 3.
Each pupil then copied his errors, writing the error first,
and then the right word beside it, as "are" --"our . " The
pupil was then urged to study his errors to make him con-
scious of them and to make it easier for him to eliminate
them. Also, each pupil made a graph of his errors. The
results of the test were also hung up so that each pupil
might see the work as it progressed. The common errors
were about the same as tl^ose reported in the results of
the testing m.ade in the V:ashington School.
After a two-v;eek drill on the errors made on Story A,
Story B was given with the result that John made the largest
number of errors, 7; and Panayota made 1, the fev/est number.
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The results of this test were recorded on the wall
chart and the pupils were interested, for progress had
been made.
At the end of a week's drill on Story E, Story C
was given. John made the largest number of errors, 6;
and Sarah had a perfect score. This small rroup showed
a gain of 9 errors lesr in Story C than in Story B, and
174 less than Story A.
About the same time Kiss Dimn was conducting her
exoeriment, Miss Sophia I.I. Palm conducted an experiment
(1)
in the Roxbury High School, Boston. (1925-1926). Miss
Palm used the Wilson Language Error Test and supplemented
it v;ith the Charters Verb Test. She used two groups, one
called the experimental group, and the second called the
control group. In the experimental group, the \isiial text-
book type of grammar work was abandoned and drill on the
errors which these tests shov/ed v/as substituted. In the
control group, the work was carried on in the usual way,
covering the points laid down in the course of study for
Grade IX in the City of Boston.
liliss Palm, tabulated her results as follows:
October 15 December 15 February 15
Class A (experimental) 716 errors 314 errors 128 errors
Class E (control) 625 " 627 " 823 "
Class A had intelligence quotients varying from. 68 to
128, v/ith the median at 94; Class B's varied from 86 to 124,
(1) Palm., S. LI. "Experiment with Ninth Grade Pupils in the
Eradication of Language Errors" Unpublished Term Paper
Boston University, School of Education, 1926.
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with the median at 102. The ten most frequent errors
were about the same for both groups, and v/ere similar
to those previously reported.
Another local study and actual application ¥;as made
in 1930.(1) This study used both a control group and an
experimental group for checking results. This work was
done in tv.'o eleventh-grade commercial high school groups
of equal ability. The tests used v/ere the Wilson Language
Error Test, Stories D, E, and F; the Charters' Verb Test,
Forms 1, 2; a special "home-made" verb test; and the
Pressey's Diagnostic Tests in Composition and Graininar,
Forms 1, 2, and 3. A careful analysis of the results
shows a greater improvement in the experimental group
than the control group. In the experimental group, the
individual drill method was used exclusively, with 100
per cent accuracy as a goal. Miss Johnson's results were
about the same as Miss Dunn's.
V. A COMPARISON OF I.^ETHODS OF SECURING
CORRECT LANGUAGE USAGE
There have been various grammar and language programs
for elementary grades presented by educators in the field
of English. One of the outstanding surveys is that of
R. R. Lyman in his Summary of Investigations Relating to
Gramr.iar, Language, and Composition in which he makes an
(1) Johnson, Ida M. "Elimination of Common Errors of Speech
by the Individual Method." Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Boston University, School of Education, 1930.
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extensive study of the language curriculum of various
leaders in this field. Lyman found that after an
extensive study of the language curriculum of English
that "in spite of researches indicating the limited
value of grammar as formal discipline, drill in gramrr.ar
is still the predominating language work of Grades VI,
VII, and VIII. Happily, studies are turning attention
to 'functional gramr.iar' as contrasted with classifica-
tory gramm.ar . " ( 1 ) Ke offers Charters language principles
for a course of study based on the errors m.ade by the
children in Kansas City, I.iissouri (reviev/ed previously
in this thesis) and criticizes it in tv/o respects, that
is, in failing to stress sentence mastery, and in making
the method of dealing v/ith matters of Lisage too comi^lex
and too technical. Lyman recommends functional graimnar
rather than "grammar based on errors." Let us look at
an example of Charters "Language Principles For a Course
of Study Based on Errors":
"1. Nouns
(a) Definition
(b) Inflection
(1) number, (2) case, (possessive),
(3) gender (slight use)
(c) Common and Proper
(d) S3nitax--(1) subject of a verb, (2)
subjective complement, (3) object of
verb or preposition, (4) the indirect object
(These are chiefly of use as an aid in the
understanding of pronouns
.
)
" ( 1)
and so on for each part of speech.
(1) L^rTnan, R. L. "Summary of Investigations Relating to
Grar.imar, Language, and Composition." The School
RevievA, No. 36, Jan., 1929. Supplem.entary Educational
Monograph
•

The chief objection to this type of program is that
too imich time is spent on the study of rules, and not
enough on the drill to eliminate errors.
From the studies made in the various sections of
the United States, we learn that language errors of
children are of at least two types, i.e., those peculiar
to the community, and those ^enerdlj prevalent. There-
fore, it is not advisable to limit language drill to a
definite list of errors.
Lyman also concludes from his investigations that
the number of technical difficulties in pupils' speech
and writing is small in comparison v/ith the lists pre-
sented in traditional courses of study and textbooks;
that they fall into relatively few classifications- and
that verb errors constitute from 40 to 60 per cent of
all errors in this field.
From all these studies, one is led to believe that
instr-jctional emphasis should be placed on the immediate
needs of pupils and that the remedial v/ork v/hich follows
revelations of language v/eaknesses must be. largely, if
not exclusively, individual.
In an experiment conducted with high school pupils,
McGraw shov/ed the superiority of drill on errors as com-
pared with drill based on materials in a textbook. (1)
McGraw used the Kirby test for his experiment.
(1) McGraw, H. Y/ard, "The Use of Test Data as a Basis
for Drill in Grammar," Journal of Educational He-
search X, Nov. 1924, pp. 291-96.
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Another valuable study was made by O'Rourke, who
determined the effects of self-appraisal and self-
correction of individual language errors. (1) He set up
a self-aid program for junior high school pupils in
Washington, D. C. The language exercises were carried
on individually. The pupils located their own language
difficulties by means of self-correction sheets. Each
correction sheet gave the correct form and also directed
the pupil to a reference book for a clear explanation of
each principle in the use of which he had erred. The
results were very satisfactory as shown by the students'
results. An initial score in nouns and pronouns of 30
v/as follov/ed by a final score of 97, The perfect score
was 100. A class consisting of pupils with low I. Q.'s
increased its score on the achievem.ent test in nouns and
pronouns, from 17 to 80; a class consisting of pupils
with average I. Q.'s, from 22 to 87.
An interesting study v/as made by The National Council
of Teachers of English, and reported on by J. V;. Searson
in the English Journal, 1924.(2) Two lines of investiga-
tion were carried on as a basis to determine what special
features should be heavily stressed in a nation-wide coop-
erative program to improve the teaching of English and to
give language its true place in the process of individual
and social betteraient.
(1) O'Rourke, L. J. "Self-Aids in the Learning of English"
English Journal XVI April, 1927, 260-71.
(2) The National Council of Teachers of English is composed of
technical experts challenged to do their part to transmJ.t
to young America the riches of true social inheritance.

First, the Council sent out a questionnaire in an
effort to find out the language usages most needed in
daily life by 7,752 persons in eleven occupations; and
second, to obtain the judgments of 8,799 teachers as to
the most common needs in English instruction. The Council
v/ished to find out "just what language skills does the
public most v/ant, and most need? Also just what is the
best the teaching experts in language offer?" (1)
To get an answer to the first question, 7,752 persons
in 42 states were consulted. From this total, a total of
93,106 judgments were obtained Linder four classifications,
as follows:
"Speaking Skills 22,613
Reading Skills 38,68 9
Writing Skills 20,452
General Language Skills 11,352
"The skills receiving the highest sanction were:
1. Skill to read and understand newspapers 6,715
2. Skill to read and ijnderstand letters,
orders, contracts, etc. 5,845
3. Ability to use good penmanship 5,815
4. Ability to spell correctly 5,771
5. Ability to read and to follov; definite
directions 5,255
6. Good conversational ability 4,884" (1)
It was interesting to note that farmers, semi-skilled,
and unskilled laborers did not differ greatly in their
needs from members of highly specialized professions.
Teachers and editors came more nearly to recognizing their
need of all these skills than did the members of any other
group
•
(1) Searson, J. V;., "Determining a Language Program" The
English Journal, 1924, Vol. XIII, The University of
Chicago Press, pp. 99-114.
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As a basis for determining facts pointing to the
essentials of such a program to ansv/er the public v;ants,
a questionnaire was prepared asking teachers of English
to check the ten most urgent things needed to improve
the teaching of English. This questionnaire was sent to
approximately 12,000 persons. 8,799 replies were received.
The results of this teacher questionnaire in order of im-
portance were as follows:
"1. Specific working plans for the cooperative
teaching of English in all subjects. 7,359
2. Fixed requirements for teachers in each grade
of work. 7,027
3. Llaximum standards as to members in class, number
of periods a day, number of classes, and so on. 6,693
4. Simple refinements of practical tests and
measurements for each grade. 6,658
5. Definite standards of English work for each
grade or year. 6,379
6. A definite reorganization of the curriculum
on a use basis. 5,883
7. Handbooks of specimen assignments for each
grade or year. 5,358
8. A summary of practical laboratory helps and
equipment needed. 4,358
9. Condensed statement of definite things English
teachers may profit by in the trades and
professions 3,865
10. Determination of reasonable standards of
textbook writing. 3,769" (1)
(1) Searson, J. J,',, "Determining A Language Program"
The English Journal, 1924, Vol. XIII, The University
of Chicago Press, pp. 99-114.

Among the most important of 49 points recommended
by not less than tv/o or more than five persons were:
"Get school administrators and advisers to
appreciate the value of English,
"Use more old-fashioned drills on correct forms.
"Introduce more thorough drills on English graimiiar
in the grades
•
"Insist upon higher oral English standards for
teachers ." (1)
Teachers of English agreed on the following points:
1. Language and literature although they have high
increments of culture, exist primarily because
of their larger use values.
2. Competent teachers with fine appreciation and rare
skill, and v;ith time enough to do their work well,
are imperatively demanded as agents to carry out
a nation-T;ide teaching program.
3. The lov/est objectives the Council can consistently
recognize are the speaking skills, the v/riting
skills, the reading skills necessary to ordinary
success. These primary objectives must be supple-
mented by higher objectives T/hich develop public
demands to the plain of highest cultural and social
needs
.
4. To accomplish these ends the National Council may
v/ell announce a program in harmony with its o^rn
expressed desires and those of many other leaders.
Such a program should be grounded on conimon con-
victions and should point directly tov/ard the ac-
complishments most desired and most needed.
It is now generally agreed that the teachers of any
subject must come to recognize their responsibility for
the English used by their pupils in their classes.
(1) Searson, J. W. "Determining A Language Program"
The English Journal, 1924, Vol. XIII, The University
of Chicago Press, pp. 99-114

VI. RESULTS OF LIETKODS USED
llany methods for securing effective results have
been suggested. One of the most Interesting reports is
that given by Prudence Outright on a study conducted by
a group of principals and teachers in seventeen elemen-
tary schools in Minneapolis • This experiment was made
in the sixth-grade language classes. A written test on
the fifty language errors most commonly heard in the Minn-
eapolis public schools was given at the beginning and at
the end of a four-week experimental period. During the
interval, the schools of the city were divided into six
groups of "approximately equal size and ability." (1)
The groups employed six methods in an effort to eliminate
errors
:
Group I--a list of language errors was given to
the pupils and explained, but no inten-
sive work was done.
Group II—there was intensive correction of
errors in oral and written speech
during the regular work.
Group III—made use of drill games.
Group IV—dramatized the attack on speech errors
by writing plays, slogans, and pre-
paring programs
.
Group V--pupils reported and listed errors which
they observed, and the corrected forms
were listed on the blackboard.
Group IV planned their own remedial projects
with their teacher's aid.
Group six made the greatest gain, with group four
(1) Outright, Prudence, "A Oomparison of Methods of Securi
Oorrect Language Usage" The Elementary School Journal
Hay, 1934, Vol. 34, No. 9, pp. 681-690,

a close second. The group using drill games ranked fourth
in gain made
•
The teachers of Group six reported that a " right -or-
wrong" sentence drill v;as used most frequently during the
period. The usual procedure was for the teacher to give
a sentence and to have some pupil respond with "right" or
"wrong." If a sentence was v/rong, the pupil was asked to
give the correct form. "I'iotivation v/as the effective
factor in Group six's success." (1)
There are other effective methods that may be used
in the elimination of errors such as, games; practice on
the incorrect form with knowledge of the correct; proof-
reading of prepared paragraphs; choice of constructions
(v/riting the selected form in a blank); all methods; and
choice of constructions (writing the selected form plus
oral reading of all sentences)
.
Undoubtedly each method is more effective for some
individual chxild than any other method, but it has been
shovm that the method employing choice of constructions
with both written and oral responses is the most effec-
tive vjlth a group . It is well to remember that teachers
v/ho use much of the commercial:. zed and home-made practice
materials on correct grammar usage, should have their
pupils write their choices in the proper blanks, but
(1) Outright, Prudence, "A Comparison of Methods of
Securing Correct Language Usage" The Elementary
School Journal, I.Iay, 1934, Vol. 34, No. 9, pD . 681-
690.

some provision must be made for chorus drill or oral
practice
.
Summarizing the foregoing reports, we find that
authorities agree that the most effective way to correct
the common errors is ty a drill on each error. I believe
that this drill can be best motivated by means of a
series of "Correction-Error Drill Cards." I am, therefore,
presenting fifty remedial drill cards v/hich m.ay be used
by the teacher in the correction of the pupils' errors
by the individual m-ethod.

VII. REI.IEDIAL DRILL CARDS-^-
-1-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
He ain^t here.
Rule: Never use ain't.
Correct
:
He is not here.
or
1
He isn't here.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks
showing the
each case:
with correct v/ord or words
not or negative response in
You p;oing to the party?
John come home from school yet.
TX going.
He
game ,
sure of the score of the
-i^Approximate size of each card is 5" x 5"

24
-2-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
V/e haven't no money.
Rule
:
Do not use two negatives together
in a negative statement.
Correct
:
V/e haven't any money.
or
We have no money.
(Back of Card)
Pill blanks with correct v;ord:
It doesn't make difference.
He is not coming back more.
John didn't do v/ork today.
She couldn't eat more.

(Front of Card)
Error
:
I seen them on the table.
Rule: Use the past tense to denote
past time.
Correct
:
I saw them on the table.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with correct form of see :
We the boys playing.
John and I the books on
the desk.
I him this morning.
We all the play last night.

26
-4-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
You should, have saw me work.
Rule: Use
has
,
be
.
the past participle with have,
had, or some form of the verb
Correct
:
You should have seen me work.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks vdth correct form of see ;
He me in the room.
I have the play.
Bob has his teacher, and will
apologize
.
If you had arrived a minute sooner, you
would have Jim.

(Front of Card)
Error
:
I done it all.
Rule: Use did to express past time.
Correct
:
I did it all.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v/ith correct form of do;
John much better in the second
test
.
He was told not to do it, but he
it just the same.
V/e finished our lessons before we
anything else.
i all my work yesterday.

28
(Front of Card)
Error: I ain't got no base ball.
RTile: Use the present tense of have to
denote present time.
Correct
:
I have no base ball.
or
I haven't any base ball.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v;ith correct word:
He
We
My doll
The dress
no paint brush,
any pencils
.
any coat.
no triimings

29
(Front of Card)
Error: I and my brother v;ere playing.
Rule: First personal pronoun always
stands last.
Correct
:
Lly brother and I were playing.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with correct word:
Hay Harry and go?
Frank and have the ball.
Yesterday, Marj^, Sally, my sister,
and v/ent.
John and will do all the work.

30
-8-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
Jolm and me vrent to school.
Rule: \vhen the pronoim is the subject
use Ij not me.
Correct
:
John and I went to school.
(Back of Card)
Pill blanks with correct word:
Mary and will go tomorrow
My brother and were both late.
May John and come to see you?
Let Sam and play with your
team.

31
-9-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
He kin jlst ketch the ball.
Rule: Spell can, .lust, catch correctly.
Correct
:
He can just catch the ball.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with correct word:
V/e saw him the fish.
He bated the hook himself.
He will have time enotigh to
Bill
the train.
jump very high.

32
-10-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
How is Mary and Sally getting along
in school?
Rule
:
The verb must agree with its subject.
Correct
:
How are Mary and Sally getting along
in school?
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with i_s or are t
The scenery beautiful.
The boys going home Friday
afternoon
.
the children happy in their
new school building?
Those our problems.
^
—

33
-11-
( Front of Card)
Error: He had them pencils in his desk.
Rule: Use the demonstrative adjective to
modify the noun.
Correct: He had those pencils in his desk.
(Back of Card}
Pill blanks with correct v/ord:
The girls were knitting with
needles
.
Are hooks mine?
boys have been busy all after-
noon.
books are the books I v/ant
.

-12-
(Front of Card)
Error: Can Mary and I play here?
Rule: Use may to indicate permission;
can to indicate ability.
Correct
:
May Mary and I play here?
(Back of Card)
Pill "blanks v/ith can or may ;
I go to the library now?
v/e sit here to study?
He go to Europe this year.
I would like to stay, if I

35
-13-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
She is learning him to dance
•
Rule
:
The instructor teaches ; the pupil
learns
.
Correct
:
She is teaching him to dance
.
(Back of Card)
Pill blanks Virith teach or learn:
The coach will me to play ball.
Will you me hov; to sew?
I will you hov/ to make the box.
^^enry how to play, and he will
nov; us
.

-14-
(Front of Card)
He ffot Tti s reDOT't rard tof^fl^r-\^ \J KJ X 1 1. O X V-' KJ Nh' X w w X \^ W \J KM, d* V •
Rule : Do not use got to show possession
or progress.
Correct
:
He received his report card today.
(Back of Card)
Fill "blanks vd.th correct word:
I three brothers.
The boys their letters
assembly this morning.
in
V.'e there yesterday
.
The branch taller each day.

37
-15-
(Front of Card)
Error: The cat was laying in front of the
stove
.
Rule
:
To indicate rest use lie, lay, lain.
or lying.
Correct
:
The cat was lying in front of the
stove
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with correct word:
dovm, Sandy I
Ylhj don't you in the sunshine?
The pencil is on the desk.
Hov/ long has it there?

-16-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
That there book is mine.
Rule: Omit unnecessary words. There is
unnecessary.
Correct
:
That book is mine.
(Back of Card)
Pill blanks with correct v/ord:
The played football all afternoon,
house has trees growing all
around it
•
My v/ent to the game v/ith me.
The barked frequently during
the night
.

39
-17-
Error
:
Rule :
(Front of Card)
He don't like me.
The verb must agree v/ith its subject
in number.
Correct: He doesn't like me.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v/ith don't or doesn't:
V/hy
It
Jolm
\7h7
with me'i
he finish his work?
seem possible
.
like difficult tasks,
they all come over and play

40
-18-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
It was me who came in late.
Rule
:
Use not me v/hen the pronoun is
the predicate.
Correct
:
It was I who came in late.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with correct word:
V/ho is there? It is
.
It was v/ho went
.
V/ho is that in the center of the
picture? That is
.
V.Tio opened the v/indov/'2 It v;as
9
e
(Front of Card)
Error: I v;ish you had went with me.
Rule: Use p;one v;ith have
,
has, had or
with some form of the verb be.
Correct: I v/ish you had gone v/ith me.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v;ith correct forra of go :
They have home.
She has to the picnic v;ith
her sister.
All the boys had by S o'clock.
They v/ill all be to school in
five minutes
.
1^
c
-20
(Front of Card)
Error: Harry come to visit us.
Rule
:
Use the past tense to denote past
time
.
Correct
:
Earry car.e to visit us.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with correct form of c ane ;
They all to my house last night.
Yilien they to the door, they rang
the bell.
Last week Sally to my party.
Ke up to see me and to say he
could go fishing.
rr
-21-
(Front of Card)
Error: Saturday morning is a busy time
tc our house.
Rule: Use at to tell the place where.
Correct
:
Saturday morning is a busy time
at our house.
(Back of Card)
Pill blarJ-s with to or at:
Y/e are going give a play
our school.
l.Iy younger brother is my
aunt ' s home
.
V.'e will play games our club
today
.
We like have mother
home when we are there.

44
— <J<i
—
(Front of Card)
Error: I v/ill see you tomorrow. (futurity)
Rule
:
V/lth I or v.^e use shall to
future tiiiie.
denote
Correct
:
I shall see you tomorrow.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks yrlth shall or wil_l
:
I go with you next week.
V.'e not £0 in the future.
If it rains, I get wet.
^Ve be pleased to see you
on Saturday.
r
(Front of Card)
Error: You shall speak at 9 o'clock, (futurity)
Rule: With you
,
he, she , it , or they , use
will to denote future time ,
Correct: You will speak at 9 o'clock.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks vn.th shall or will:
He stay after school this
afternoon
.
She go to the theatre Saturday,
The ball roll over here if he
throws it.
They all come to my yard to
play tomorrow.

-24-
(Pront of Card)
Error: I shall help you nov/. (determination)
Rule: V/ith or we use v;ill to denote
proiTiise or determination *
Correct: I will help you now.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with shall or will:
I not go with you to his house.
We all study at this time.
V/ill you take my seat? I
.
I ask my teacher for the book.
r
-25-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
I am determined that
at home
•
he v;ill stay
Rule: Witt; he, she, it, they, use shall
to denote promise or determination.
Correct
:
1
I am deteiTTiined that
at home
.
he shall stay
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v/ith shall or will ;
I promise that you go to the
circus when it comes.
He not go tc the game today.
They not accept the offer.
She v/ash the dishes every
day this v/eek.

-26-
(Front of Card)
Error: He give it to us
.
Rule: Use past tense to denote past
time
.
Correct
:
Ee gave it to us
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v;ith correct form of give :
She it to her sister yesterday.
He a very good talk to the
class
.
The children their teacher a
present
.
I them "both a cookie.

-27-
(Front of Card)
Error: He v^ent v;ith him and I.
Rule: In object use me not
Correct: He went with him and me.
i_
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v;lth him, her, you. or me:
She s av/ and at the game
.
It is up to and to put
the things av/ay.
What about and doing
the v/ork.
The contest is betv;een and
c
-28-
( Front of Card)
Error: Boys whom are lazy will not amount
to anything.
Ilule: Use v;ho not whom v/hen the pronoun
is the subject «
Correct: Boys who are lazy v;ill not amount
to anything.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v/ith who or whom:
is the man at the door?
I cannot tell he is
.
do you say saw them?
The girls are going should
be here now.
(
-29-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
V/ho did he see^
Rule
:
Use v;hoin not v.'ho when the pronoim
is the ob.iect.
Correct
:
V/hom did he see"''
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v/ith v/ho or whom:
He is the boy I think should
win.
He did not know to he v/as
speaking.
I asked he considered the best.
To did you give the book?
..KJbLOifl University
t>£ho(jl of Eduaiitiac
c
-50-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
Leave the child go home alone.
Rule
:
Use let when you mean allow.
Correct
:
Let the child go home alone.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with let or leave:
Please go away and me finish
this problem.
me go v/ith you to the game
.
My teacher will me
in the debate.
take part
Can't you the bo7/s
this afternoon?
play ball
c
53
-31-
(Front of Card)
Error: He is setting in the sun.
Rule: Use the verb sit v/hen yon mean
rest
.
Correct: He is sitting in the sim.
(Back of Card)
Pill blanks v;ith correct form of sit ;
Please still I
V/e v/ere in the hall when he
came
.
I have been here for a long
time
He near the plant to guard it.
r
I54
-32-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
I see Tom and Harry yesterday.
Rule
:
Use the past tense to denote past
time
.
Correct
:
I saw Tom and Harry yesterday.
(Back of Card)
Pill blanl^s with correct form of see:
Mary him last v;eek.
road
.
them as they v/ent down the
V/e all went to the circus and
the clowns
•
Mother and Did the accident.

55
-33-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
Sit the kettle on the stove.
Rule: Use set to indicate put
,
Correct
:
Set the kettle on the stove.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with correct form of set ;
Sally the plant in the vjlndow.
V.Tio the book on the table.
We were the desks in order.
the milk bottles outside the door.

-34-
(Front of Card)
Error: Neither Bob nor Frank knew their
poeri
.
Rule: V/hen two noiins are joined by nor
or £r use the singular pronoun.
Correct: Neither Bob nor Frank knev/ his
poem.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v/ith correct pronoun.
Either Helen or Ruth v/ill give you
key.
The boy or girl who .T?ails this test will
have or name on the board.
Either Jim or John will let you have
baseball glove.
Neither Jane nor Alice v/ill do
sev/ing
.

-35-
(Front of Card)
Error: I thinlc there are to many here.
Rule: Too is an adjective; tvj-o is a number;
and _to is a preposition.
Correct
:
I thin]-: there are too many here.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with too , two , or to ;
or three boys v/ere playing
there
It is late invite
more people
•
They like v/ork
The girls had many books
look at.

-36-
(Front of Card)
Error: The girls are doing her ovm v;ork.
Rule: V/lth a plural subject use a plural
pronoun.
Correct
:
The g iris are doing their ovm v/ork.
(Back of Card)
Fill "blanks v/ith correct pronoun:
All the boys are Qolng to
classrooms
•
Both Fred and Bill have
probleriis completed.
dresses being only partly fin-
ished, ^he girls wore sweaters.
The teachers correct ovm papers.

-37-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
I might of gone with you had I
known.
Rule: Of is not a verb, use have.
Correct
:
I might have gone v/ith you had
I Imovm
.
(Back of Card)
Pill blanks with correct verb:
If he cairie sooner, he vould
seen them.
You might knovm he would v/in
.
I v/ish I could been v/ith
last night.
them
They should arrived hours ago.
#
-33-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
He is aviTful nice to us.
Rule: A person cannot be awful and nice
at the same time. Use very.
Correct
:
He is very nice to us
.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with correct word:
The girls play nicely together.
Eer dress is pretty.
The boys played a good game
.
I slept v;ell last night.
r
-39-
(Front of Card)
Error: I am real glad she is going.
Rule : Use the adverb to modify the verb
Correct: I am really glad she is going.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v/ith correct word:
Ke feels very
his lines.
because he forgot
1 was disappointed because he played
very
.
She sings very '
I will be there on time.
te
(Front of Card)
Error: V/e have fun at are house.
Rule: Correct spelling to our to show
ovmership •
Correct: V;e have fun at our house.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v;ith our or are:
books over there
.
IfVe like all teachers.
The pictures in books
interesting
.
He v/ill write names on the
board.
c
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(Front of Card)
Error
:
Their are the bats and halls
.
Rule
:
Use there to indicate place, and
their to shov; ownership.
Correct
:
There are the bats and balls.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with there or their :
V/e will place our hats over
.
pencils were in
desks
.
were three boys in the room.
papers were left on
the table.
e
-42-
1
(Front of Card)
Error: My mother she is at home.
Rule: Omit she --it is unnecessary.
Correct: My mother is at home.
(Back of Card)
Fill blsmks v/ith proper name, or with
brother or sister ;
went to school alone today.
Tom's sister telephoned at
6 o'clock.
On Saturday, my and I will
play Indian games
.
Jiimny and his brother came to
my party.
€
-45-
(Front of Card)
Error: She is the smallest of the tv/o.
Rule: Use
tv/o
,
small v/ith one, smaller v/ith
and smallest with three or more.
Correct
:
She is the smaller of the tv/o.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with small, smaller
, or smallest ;
Harry is than Tomm.y.
That book is the of them all.
The pencils are than the pens.
That piece of chalk is so I
cannot hold it.
0~
-44-
(Front of Card)
Error: She is the beautifulest girl in the
class
•
Rule: Some words need more to describe two,
and most to describe three or more.
Correct: She is the most beautiful girl in
the class.
{Back of Card)
Pill blanks with more or most:
He was anxious about his dog
than sbout himself.
This is the spotless room in
the building.
This is the attractive picture
in the room.
Harry did the problem quickly, Tom did it
quickly, but Bill did it the
quickly.

-45-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
Has the bell rang yet?
Rule: V/lth has, have, had or some
of the verb be, use runp; or
past participle.
form
the
Correct
:
Has the bell rung yet?
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with correct form of ring
:
I have the bell three times
.
V/e all s tood after the bell had
He the bell once more after he
had it four times.
If the bell had been
,
v/e v;ould
have heard it.

(Front of Card)
Error: Ivly pencil v/as broke vrhen I dropped
it on the floor.
Rule: With have, had, has, or some form
of the verb be, use broken.
Correct
:
:.:y pencil was broken v/hen I dropped
it on the floor.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with correct form of break :
The vase was yesterday.
I have my v/atch.
He has the gate by sv/inging
on i t
.
V/e have not repaired the part.

-47-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
I must buy me a new cap •
Rule: For emphasis use myself not me
.
Correct
:
I must buy myself a nev/ cap
.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks v/ith yourself
,
herself, himself
,
or themselves
;
She will go to see what he Is
doing
.
Ee helped to the candy on the
table
You told me that story
.
They are going fishing by

-48-
(Front of Card)
Error: I can't do the lesson what our
teacher assigned.
Rule: Use either that or which Instead
of the relative pronoun what.
Correct
:
I can't do the lesson that our
teacher assigned.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanlcs with that or v/hich :
The dog ran dovm the street
is mine.
The fish we caught was very
large
.
Any book is on the second shelf
will be interesting.
The picnic was to be held tomorrow
has been postponed.
9
(Front of Card)
Error
:
Each fellow put on their sweater.
Rule: With singular subject use singular
pronoun or his
.
Correct
:
Each fellow put on his sweater.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with correct pronoun:
Everyone must bait own hook.
If anybody should come in, shov/
your work.
Each girl displayed own cooking.
Every boy must bring lunch to
the picnic.
r
-50-
(Front of Card)
Error
:
Them fellows did It.
Rule: Use these or those "before a plural
noun.
Correct
:
Those fellows did it.
(Back of Card)
Fill blanks with these or those ;
apples are just ripe enough.
V/e showed books to our teacher.
Vlhen may I bring bats and balls
to school
.
are the things I have been
looking for.
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VIII. RECOmrENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
It is our task as teachers to develop in each
individual a desire to use correct language. It is
the duty of every citizen to have a thorough knov/ledge
of spoken and written English, for thought and expres-
sion. However, since the number of errors made by any
one child is relatively small, it would seem that a
well-planned, and a well-supervised daily drill on the
individual errors would eliminate the most of these
errors
,
The author recommends the following standardized
tests for class testing: The V'ilson Language Error Test
for general language testing; The Charter ' s Diagnostic
Language Test : Verbs , for the testing of verbs; and The
Charter ' s Diagnostic Tests in English Composition ;
Grammar , for testing general grammar usage. Copies of
these tests are included in the appendix.
After the first test has been given, and a careful
tabulation of the errors made, the teacher should inter-
pret the results v/lth the class as a whole, and then with
each individual pupil. The pupil should then be helped by
other pupils and teacher to make a complete list of his
errors. V/hen the disabilities of the class and pupil are
thus determined, the proper remedial measures should be
introduced. Each pupil should be given copies of the
foregoing cards which correct the miles he has broken, and

by means of a daily drill, should work on these cards
until he has corrected his errors, and has a thorough
mastery of the correct forms,
A careful distinction should be made between the
remedial work required by the class and by the individual.
If it appears from the results of the test, that the class
generally is v;eak in the application of certain language
rules, the teacher may feel justified in having a class
drill on the general errors. In this case, the teacher
should pick out the drill cards that offer practice along
the lines in which the analyses shov; the class to be weak-
est, and omit class drills on tl.e other cards. If only a
few individuals appear to be v/eak in certain parts of the
tests, it is not wise to take the time of the class to give
those fev; the necessary drill. Such cases will require
individual assistance. It is inadequate and wasteful of
time to make a pupil drill on errors which he never makes*
It is not enough to make each pupil conscious of his
errors, but the teacher should help the pupil correct his
errors . 100 per cent accuracy should be the goal of each
individual. However, daily drill is necessary. This drill
may be motivated in several ways, that is, by means of
games, dramatization, etc. No matter what method is used,
oral and v/ritten drill should supplement the games, etc.
Some plan should be devised whereby each pupil is
made conscious of his specific language needs. This may
be done by means of a chart displayed in the room, showing

each pupil's score and the nijuiber of errors of each.
Another way is to have each pupil keep a chart of his
own errors and progress. The following chart may be
used effectively with the V/ilson Language Error Test :
Story "A"
16 errors
Score
Story "B"
5
5 Card
Story "C"
4
( name ) I
Total
25
ary Smith
The above score card, which is kept by each pupil,
shows his weakness, and also shows his progress; the
idea being to reduce the number of errors, with "0" for
a goal on Story "C."
Another way of showing the same information and of
making a pupil realize his need of drill on errors, is
by means of a graph, as
:
o ; J 4- 7 r f to lA. /3 ff /< 1 7 /< 'T J" J/ Pit i.7
Story "A"
Story "B"
Story "C"
...
m-
/
T g: ?a 1 /la V 1 s tn L-t h
The best method is that which adapts the best means
to the required end.
If the teacher v/ould spend at least five minutes
each day on this individual correction of errors, an
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Improvement would be seen in both the oral and written
language of the pupils. This time may be taken out of
the regular English class period, or the time between
0' the warning and filing bells may be sufficient time for
a daily class drill on the most misused forms.
After sufficient time has been spent on the correction
of errors made on the first test, the second test may be
given. The time betv/een tests may vary from three v/eeks
to three months, depending upon the class being tested, and
the t '-me available in the teaching program. The same reme-
dial follov/-up procedure should be carried on, that is,
to give each individual pupil copies of the foregoing cards
which correct the rules v/hicli he has broken in the second
test. The pupil should try to ccmpete v/ith his ovm past
record, and thus check his ov/n success and progress.
If standardized tests are not used, the teacher may
make her own tests to cover approximately the same errors.
If the foregoing fifty cards do not cover any error v/hich
a pupil makes, the teacher should make her own card or cards,
using the above form, to correct errors made.
In conclusion, it certainly would seem with such care-
ful testing and such scientific remedial drilling on correct-
ing errors, with each pupil competing with himself and not
4P with a pupil v/ho is natively his superior, and v/ith IOC per
cent accuracy as the goal, that there would be a noticeable
improvement in both the oral and written language of
children in school.
r
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Preface
The purpose of the Wilson Language Error Test is
to discover the pupil's ability to recognize and avoid the
common language errors. In 190!) the author and his
teachers at Connersville, Indiana, made a little study
of the language errors of grade and high school pupils
which showed that the ten most common errors ac-
counted for over 50 per cent of all errors. The results
were published in the Educator-Journal for December,
1909. Since then studies on a similar plan have been
carried out in Boise, Kansas City, Cincinnati, and the
Iowa consolidated .schools. The.se studies were sum-
marized in the Elementary School Journal, December,
1920. With these studies as a basis, the author under-
took, in 1916, to develop a language test that would
distribute pupils on the basis of their ability to recog-
nize and avoid the common language errors. For de-
tails of the development of these tests, the reader is
referred to articles \n the Journal of Educational
Psychology} It is sufficient to state here that men like
Dr. E. L. Thorndike, whose aid in developing the tests
is hereby acknowledged, think the work has been done
with a reasonable degree of satisfaction.
The teacher who uses the test and then follows up
the work diagnostically will find that she is becoming
definitely conscious of the language errors of each partic-
ular pupil, and that the test itself will be found interest-
ing to the pupils and highly educational in its effects.
Properly followed up, the pupils will show marked
improvement on a .second testing. They will become
interested in locating and correcting their own errors.
' Wilson, G. M. : " Language Error Tests." Journal of Educational
Psychology. 13 : 341-49, 430-37, September and October, 1922.
Research studies have shown that it is language and
not technical grammar which grade pupils need. It is
the hope and expectation that this language error test
will definitely turn the attention of teachers to an im-
portant and much-neglected phase of language work.
Nature of the test. The Wilson Language Error
Test consists of six stories, designated as Stories A, B,
C, D, E, and F. Each contains 28 errors which are to
be corrected by the pupils. Stories A, B, and C are
printed in one booklet called Test 1 ; Stories D, E, and
F are printed in a second booklet called Test 2. The
six stories, however, are equal in difficulty and may be
thought of as six alternative forms of the Wilson Lan-
guage Error Test.
One question answered. There is an old tradition
that the incorrect form should never be put before a
pupil. How about it? This is a question raised with
Thorndike during the development of the test. We
noted the absence of any evidence supporting the old
tradition. We noted the rapidity with which children
eliminated their errors when these tests were used as a
basis of a teaching program. We decided that this
was the real evidence and that the results abundantly
justified the plan of the tests. Children do learn to
correct their errors, and this is the real end sought.
Testing is a means, not an end ; but the testing is not
less well done.
When to test. A systematic plan of testing will lead
to a better understanding of the significance of the
results. Story A may be given at the beginning of the
year. Story B at the middle of the year, and Story C at
the end of the year, or the six stories may be given at
intervals of six or eight weeks during the year. The
six stories give ample opportunity for checking pupils'
progress and are helpful in an intensive program for the
correction of language errors. Three stories are printed
in a single folder, because this reduces the cost of the
three tests to less than half what they would cost if
published singly. If used as alternate forms, as sug-
gested above, the pupils will take only Story A as the
first test. The papers may then be collected and after
scoring and tabulating may be laid away and distributed
again when it is desired to give the next test. Time is
saved by this method, as pupils' names, grade, etc., are
already filled in, and the pupils may proceed imme-
diately with the second test.
If desired, however, the three stories of Test 1 may be
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given together as one test. In that case a total score
may be found by adding the scores of the three stories,
wliich will be viewed as merely three parts of one test.
If desired, Test 'i may be given later to measure progress.
After Story A has been given (if the first method is
used), the 28 errors in the test may be made the object
of special study. In addition to this special study,
each pupil should be directed in listing his own errors of
speech, oral and written. One of tlie chief j)urposes
of language teaching is to secure correctness in oral and
written speech. But it should be remembered that
errors are specific, and that witli children the process
of correction is through imitation. Let each pupil
become conscious of his errors, and then work to elimi-
nate them. A systematic- testing program will help.
Correctness of s{)eech is a worthy aim.
Scope of the test. The test may be given to pupils
from the :kl grade to the lith. The te.st is a little
difficult for 3d-gradc pupils as the language is now
taught in most .schools, but it will pick out of the 3d
grade pupils of superior language al)ility, if there arc any.
As many j)ui)ils may be tested at one time as can be
got together in one room. Between 5 and 15 minutes
are required for each story.
Directions for Admini.stering
Address the j)iipils as follows : " We are going to give
you now a new and interesting test. As soon as you
have been handed a paper, write ^our name, grade,
age. etc., in the blank spaces at the top of the first page.
Then read the directions. Do not open or turn over
the paper."
Pass the papers, one to each pu|)il, right side uj).
Then say : " Now I will read the directions on the first
page. This is a test to see if you can correct the mis-
takes that a pupil has made in writing a story. Here
is a very short sample story. See if you can find the
mistakes in it
:
" Sample story : Willie come to visit us. He is only
six years old. He stayed a hour. He has went home.
I Uke to WilUe.
" Here is the same story corrected :
" Sample story : WiUie came to visit us. He is only
six years old. He stayed an hour. He has gone home.
I like WiUie.
" That is the way you are to do in this test. There
are three stories in this folder, but you will take only
the first one unless I tell you othen^rise. You are to
correct all the mistakes in that story just as has been
done in the sample. Draw a line through each wrong
word and write the correct word above it. Work as
fast as you can, but be very careful to correct every
mistake. You will be given time enough to finish
unless you are very slow. Do you imderstand just
what you are to do? (.\nswer any questions as to
the method of taking the test.)
If only Story A is to be given, say: " Now turn to
Story A on the next page and fold your paper back so
that only one page is in sight. When you finish this
story, close your paper and leave it on your desk with
the first page up. Just take one story. Begin."
If all three stories are to be given, say : " Now turn
to Story A on the next page. When you finish this
story, go right on and do the same with Stories B and
C on the next two pages. When you finish all three
stories, close your paper and leave it on your desk with
the first page up. Begin."
Thi.s i.s not a time te.st. Puj)ils should not be hurried.
Upper-grade pupils will comjjlete a .story in from 5 to
10 minutes; lower-grade pupils will take from 10 to
1.'3 minutes. In the upi)cr grades permit all to finish.
In the lower grades there may be one or two who do
not show much comprehension of the test, so that the
teacher may take up their papers when the others have
finished.
.\fter pupils have turned the page and started the
work, the teacher should stay in the front of the room
and .say nothing until all iiave finished. Thi.s direction
must be followed. If the teacher goes about among her
I)upils making suggestions or urging them to look the
test over again it means that siie is hcli)ing. The
purpose in giving the test is to secure a measure of one
phase of the language ability of the pupil.s.
Pupils must not copy. The directions ask the pupil
to do his best and i)lay fair. The teacher can further
aid by standing in the front of the room and looking
at any i)upil who has a tendency to try to .see what
another pupil is doing. This should be suflBcient to
secure honest work.
DiRECTION.S FOR ScORING
The test is scored by means of the keys provided
on pages 6, 7, and S. Fold the Manual open and place
the appropriate key opposite the story on the test
folder. Examine each error to see whether or not it
is corrected.
There are 28 errors in each story. Each error prop-
erly corrected counts 1 point. The maximum score in
any story, therefore, is 28 : the maximum score for all
three stories combined in either form is 84.
Some of the errors admit of only one possible cor-
rection, but others, like error 12, in Story A, " John
! saw that I couldn't hardly leave my work —," admit
of more than one correction. Give credit for either.
Thus, credit may be given for either " I couldn't leave
my work " or " I could hardly leave my work."
The errors of double negative, " couldn't eat no "
in Story A, " can't never " in Story B, and " hadn't no "
in Story C, are of this type.
Certain phrases, such as " Me and Dorothy " in
Story A, constitute two errors. Changing " Me " to
" I " corrects one error. Changing " Me and Dorothy "
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to " Dorothy and me " corrects the other. Changing
" Me and Dorothy " to " Dorothy and I " corrects both
errors. The expression " Me and WiUiam " in Story C
is of this type.
Similarly the phrase " ain't got no " in Story A con-
stitutes three errors. Changing " ain't " to " haven't "
corrects one error, crossing out " got " corrects the
second, and correcting the double negative corrects the
third. Changing " ain't got no " to " haven't any " or
to " have no " constitutes correction of all three errors.
The double and triple errors, " haven't got no " in
Story B and " ain't never " in Story C, are of this type.
In the case of the third error, " awful " in Story C,
disregard the article " an."
Pupils will make changes other than those required.
They may even change correct expressions into incorrect
expressions. Pay no attention to such changes, so far as
grading the test is concerned. Consider only the errors
indicated in the keys. If an error has been corrected
satisfactorily, give credit. The spelling of the words
used in correcting an error must be right, of course, in
order that the item be credited.
The scorer needs to make sure that all the errors are
accounted for, since it is very easy to overlook one. It
is recommended that the test be scored as follows to
insure accuracy : Indicate each error corrected, by a
check mark (s/) opposite it in the right-hand margin.
Underscore each error not corrected and place a check
mark opposite it in the left-hand margin. Then, in
the spaces provided at the bottom of the page, write
the number of errors corrected and the number of errors
not corrected. These should then be added to make
sure that the sum equals 28, the whole number of errors.
(See sample scored paper below.) A pupil's score, of
STORY A
Ssturdmy Horaiiig
oT
S«lurd»y moming u a bujy time *• »r» houj*. A feller h«J a good chtnce to work.
111 ml iTintlij divide the luks between us. Then we race to see who will finish »V
first. L«st Saturday I tmUtm the breakfast dishes as one of my tasks. I am especial
fond of washing dishes. You should have saw me work. I wanted to get through
so as I could play.
y" John he called up at eleven o'clock to see if I might play with him. I had ta* If
rooms to dust before I could go. John saw that I couldn't hardly leave ray work
until I hadM all of it. He brought over some doughnuts and gave them to me. tr
I sure appreciated the doughnuts. Then John helped me. It was real good of
him. When we had finished, I suggested playing marbles until time for dinner.
t^y-f '^mCgol no marbles," said John. "They »»«II»Xery handy." I replied. Then
/ 1 fiwr him some of mine. I had to many for my bag. John and I enjoy marbles. 1/
/ W'hen dinner was ready, mother invited John to sUy. "If I was sure my mother
wouldn't care. I should like to sUy." he replied. John sewi that he was really wanted V
oX.
ao be telephoned to his mother. He enjoyed the dinner and ^ heartily. When
^/ »fc««s apples was passed. John wanted one. but he couldn't eat no more. After dinner
^ we bad aaother game of ourbles. I hopes John may come over again.
Number of errora correcUd- . 1^ . . (Sf.ore)
Number of errora riot eorrecUd . . IS . .
Sum
.
. ^8 .
FiQ. 1. Sample scored pai>er.
course, is merely the number of errors corrected. Place
this score in its appropriate place on the front page of
the test folder.
Directions for Recording and Reporting Scores
Class Record. A Class Record is provided in each
package of Examinations for recording the scores of
the pupils of a grade or a class.
Enter in the blank spaces at the top of the Class
Record the grade, number of pupils, etc., and date of
each test as given.
Arrange the papers of the class in alphabetical order
for ease of reference when later scores are entered.^
Enter each pupil's name, age in years and months, and
score in each story as found. The total score may then
be entered if desired. This is optional.
If all three stories are given at one time, only the
total score need be recorded.
Interpretation of Results
After a teacher has given any story of the Wilson
Language Error Test, she should be interested in the
proper interpretation of the results. She will want to
compare the results with standard grade norms ; she will
want to get the diagnostic values out of the test ; and
she will be interested in remedial work. These three
items will be briefly treated.
Grade and age norms. The norms as published with
the first edition of the test (1923) have proved so satis-
factory from every standpoint that they are used in
this revision of the Manual. Several hundred thousand
of the tests have been used, and they have grown in
favor. But in line with the general development of the
testing movement, it has been recognized that diagnos-
tic and remedial work is the chief value of good tests.
Norms provide only a very general basis of comparison,
and grade norms are not very significant because grades
are made up so differently in different schools. Age
norms are more significant . The norms given in Tables 1
and 2 are for Story A, preceding special remedial work.
If Story A is followed by careful diagnostic and remedial
work, as suggested elsewhere in this Manual, the scores
for Stories B and C should be distinctly higher. The
aim should be perfect scores ultimately.
TABLE 1
Grade Norms {May)
Grade 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Median Score 7 11 14 17 20 22 23 24 25 26
TABLE 2
Age Norms
Age 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 19 20
Score 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 23 24 25 25 25 25 25
' If the three stories are given in a single test, this is not necessarj',
and the papers may be arranged in order of magnitude of the total
score or in any convenient order.
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In this table Age 7 means the exact age of 7 years,
months ; etc.
Note. The class median may bo found hy merely arrang
ing the papers in order according to score, from lowest to
highest, and then counting in to the middle paper. The score
on the middle paper is the class me<lian.
Remedial and Diagnostic Uses of the Test
Good testing is also good teaching. The improve-
ment in the work of pu[)ils is the significant result.
Many stories have accumulated in the past five years of
the successful u.se of the Wilson Language Error Test in
remedial work. The story Iniscd upon Miss Alic-e
Dunn's work in the Wells School, Boston, is typical.
The work was done with a sixth grade.
The plan. Miss Dunn l)egan by giving the first part of a
standardized language test. This was followed by a three
months' study of the errors made by the pupils, at which time
the secotid pari of tlie test was given. Then, after another
three months' study, the third [)art was given. In the mean-
time a careful tal)iiiat ion was made of the numlx-r of errors
made by each cliild in written and oral English. The j)ro-
cedurc atid results were as follows:
The first test. In tlie latter |)art of Xovenilx r, .^tory .\ of
the Wilst)!! Language Error Test was given to the Olh-grade
class of ,'J7 j)upils. This test contains '28 of the most common
language errors, as shown by careful studies in tnany different
parts of the country. Pui)ils' .scores on this first t«'st range*!
from 8 to '2'2, median .V jM-rfe* ! .score is ^8. This means
that the range of mistakes niaile in tlic test b_\' individual
pupils was from '20 to (i.
The teacher's next step was to make pupils conscious of their
mistakes by preparing a chart showing on the left tin- '28 errors
and at the top the name of each pupil, and placing a check
under each pupil's name opj)osite each error not corrected.
The result ing ciiart looked like t iicone shown on page .j (Fig. i).
Making use of the scores. The test j)ai)ers were place<l in
the hands of pupils for study with the tcaclu-r. so that each
j)upil knew each error and the correct form. The mistakes
made by each pujiil in the test were noted by him for study.
In addition, the class cooperated with the teacher in helping
each pui)il to note all language errors maile by him in either
oral or written speech. Thus each i)upil trie<l to get a com-
plete list of his errors. These were made the object of special
study in anticipation of the second part of the Wilson Lan-
guage Error Test, which was scheduled to be given thrt^
months later. A single pupil's complete list of errors is never
very large, seldom averaging above 10 or 1'2 for a (ilh-grade
class, for example.
As an aid in preparation for the next story, games, con-
tests, pupil prompting, written and oral composition, and
other means were used for keeping up interest and helping
pupils correct their errors. From time to time there was direct
work on certain si)ecific errors and tiie corresponding correct
form, with such reasons as the pupils could appreciate.
The second test. In the latter part of February, Story B
of the Wilson Language Error Test was given. The scores
ranged from li to '25, average score 19. A perfect score is
'28. The average improvement was 3 points per pupil. This
was not as much as the teacher expected, but still encouraging,
for of the 37 pupils in the class, not one came from a home
in which English was the native language of the parents.
Teacher and pupils alike resolved on close application, more
practice, and daily game contests or practice of some sort.
The third test. Story C of the Wilson Language Error
Test was gi\cn the latter part of May. 'i'ln- s<-or«'s ranged
from 10 to Hi, average "21. A i)erfec t score is iH. The tests
had furnished an unusually effective means of motivation, for
the enterprise had bc<-ome attractive as well as pers<inal. The
tests had al.so directe<l attention t(j the errors which were most
conunon and had given the impetus for noting carefully other
errors, for no one knew what errors would a|ipcar in the next
part of the test. Furthermor*-. a language cons<'iousn<-ss had
been built up which was proving serviceable in dail\' w<»rk.
Results. Summarizing the results of the tests, it should be
noted that im*dian scores were 10 on the first test, 19 <jn tiie
I second, '21 on the third. The average gain of 5 [xiints in (i
months was a gain of 31 i)er cent ovi-r the first score.
The story of gains for these pupils may Im- told in a differt'nt
way. The writt«'n errors for flu- class during the first week
of the stu(i\' totaled for the last week 127, or a re<luction
of H i)er cent in written errors. In total oral errors the class
showetl even greater imfirovement. The oral errors for tin-
first month were 728, for the last month iHo, or a rtnluction of
61 per cent. During this last month there were two pujjils
who came through without an error in oral or written language,
and the entire class was keen and interesteil.
Correcting the errors. In correcting i)uj)iis' errors,
the needed helj) will best be given in the form of .sy.s-
teniatic drill. Daily drill ' like the following may be
prepared for each error on which the class is weak :
" When did you .see Henry? "
" I saw him yesterday " (one pupil an.swers).
" I sair him Sunday " (another answers).
" I .saic him last week " (another answers), etc., etc.
If the i)ui)il has followed the details of the Language
Error Tests and knows the reason for his .score arul just
how he ranks with other pupils, he will have suflicicnl
motive for the drill work. However, teachers find
I that games are a good means of motivation, and many
language games have been devised which provide the
best of drill. For example, a JJd-grade teacher u.sed a
game which she called " Detective," as a means of help-
ing the children to say " It is I " instead of " It is me."
The child acting as " detective " would go to a corner
of the room and stand with face turned away from the
class. Some puj)il in the room would speak. The
detective, in trying to find out who had spoken, would
say, " Is it Jean ? " If it was not Jean , Jean would
reply, " Xo, it is not I ; and so on, until the correct
person was called, the answer then being, " Yes, it is
I." This permitted the detective to go off duty, and
the one thus disc overed became the detective ; or, if
the teacher chose, the successful detective appointed a
substitute to continue the game. !Many such games
are now available and are well known to teachers.
Regular texts in language and grammar are making
use of such devices.
-
The oral drill and the games will, of course, be supple-
' Suggested in Educator-Journal, December, 1909, "Errors in Lan-
guage of Grade Pupils," by G. M. Wilson.
- For instance. Self-Help English Lessons, published by World
Book Company, makes use of many such games.
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mented by written work. The pupils, with the proper
understanding of the tests, know their needs and that
the work is. therefore, of immediate use to them. A
Chicago principal who has made use of the tests has
devised a regular summation graph by which he shows
the score of each pupil opposite the pupil's name. He
has also used the form of analysis sheet shown in Fig-
ure 2, giving on one axis a complete list of the errors in
the tests, and on the other axis the name of each pupil.
He has then checked opposite each name the errors
which need attention. He reports that the tests have
made the pupils conscious of their specific language
needs, and it has led to a plan by which each pupil
tries to get a complete list of his language errors.
Story "A"
1
a a d d a
1 1
6 d d X X z d d d a a a a a ai "S
u 6 u a < U 6 > as ai OS a oi « < as a a S z w d a Q i-s < d CO u a
to—at V V V V V 5
are—our V V V V V V V V V V V \ V V V V V V V 19
teller—fellow V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V y V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 32
me—
I
V V V V V V V V 8
me and Dorothy- V V V V V V V V V V V V V 13
taken—took V V V V V V V 7
especial—especially V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 33
saw—seen V V V 3
as—that V V V V V V V V V V V V 13
John he V V V V v 6
too^—two V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 15
couldn't^-could v V V V V V V y V ,1 y y V V V V V V ,/y V V V V 23
did—done v V V V V v V y V y V ,/V V V y V V V V 19
sure
—
gurely /V V V V V V V V V V v V V V V y y y V V V V V V V V y V y V V \ V v V V 36
real— really, very V /V v v / v V V V V V V V V V V V V Jy V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 33
ain't—haven't V V V V 4
got V V V V V V V V V V V V 12
ain't got no V V V V V V V V V V V 11
comes—come V V V V V V V V V V 10
give
—
gave V V V V V V V V V 9
to—too V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 30
V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V
was—were V V V V V V V \ V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 53*
seen—saw V V V V V V V 7
et—ate V V V V V V 6
them—the, those V V V V V 5
no—any V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 25
hopes—hope V V V V V V V V 8
Total 13 10 'l2 ' 8 10 14 12 'l4 8 15 16'u 14 7 1
1
14 17 11 11 7 8 15 20 17 7 12 'ii 15 13 8 15 14 6 17 13 9 10 445
*Thia error occurs twice (Errors 22 and 26), making possible a double score at this point.
Fig. 2. .\n analysis sheet showing at the left the errors in a story and at the top the initials of the
pupils of a class. This permits the teacher to see at a glance the errors made in the test by any pupil.
It also shows the relative difBculty of the errors for the particular class.
6 Wilson Language Error Test
KEY FOR STORY A'
to are (1, 2) at our feller (3) fellow or person or boy
Me and Dorothy (4, 5) Dorothy and I *
taken (6) took especial (7) especially
saw (8) seen
so as (9) so or so that
he (10) (omit) too (11) two
couldn't hardly (12) couldn't or could hardly
did (13) done
sure (14) surely real (15) really or very
ain't got no (IG, 17, 18) haven't any or have no * comes (19) come
give (20) gave to (21) too
was (22) were
seen (23) saw
et (24) ate
them (25) ///f or those was (26) ?/Tre couldn't eat no more (27) could eat no or couldn't eat any *
hopes ( '2Sj hope
he (1) (omit) awful (2) rery
learn (5) /eac/t
cetch (7) catch
KEY FOR STORY B
once't (3) once ask (4) asked
seen (8) «a«>
had saw ((i) had seen or saw
hain't got no (9, 10. 11) haven't any or have no *
is (13) are
et (15) aU done (16) did
give (14) gave
sit (17) 5d
hisself (18) himself
good (19) u?ett
none (12) any
to (20) too
git (21) ^ef
and went (22) to go (or omit)
begvm (25) began
had came (26) had come or came
can't never (23) can never or can'< erer *
him (24) he
are {27) our
did (28) done
^ The asterisks after various corrections in these keys call attention to
special considerations mentioned on page 2, under "Directions for Scoring."
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KEY FOR STORY C
are (1) our she (2) (omit)
awful (3) rery * Ain't (4) Isnt
a (5) an Lots of (6) Many was (7) were me (8) /
them (9) the or those so's (10) so or so that
went (11) (/one too (12) two The (13) They run (14) ran
ain't never (15, 16) hadn't ever or had never Can (17) May
done (18)
up (19) (omit)
hadn't no (20) had no or hadnt any
git (21) get him (22) leave (23) let
Me and WiUiam (24, 25) William and I *
give (26) gave There (27) Their
was (28) were
KEY FOR STORY D
seen (1) saw
none (2) any
ain't got no (3, 4, 5) have no or haven t any
give (6) (/are done (7) did
Me and father (8, 9) Fa//?er anci / is (10) are
went (11) gone
he (12) (omit) had saw (13) saiv or had seen are (14) our came (15) come
so as (16) so or so <Aa<
awful (18) very
ask (19) asked
Can (21) J/o!/
hole (23) whole or entire
was (25) wre bim (26)
git (28) get
did (22) done
Their (27) T/iere
hisself (17) himself
got (20) (omit)
agin (24) again
8 Wilson Language Error Test
KEY FOR STORY E
rang (1) rung
ain't— no (2, 3) haven't — any or have — no
got (4) (omit) them (5) those or the give (6) gave to (7) at
can't hardly (8) can hardly or hardly Me and Jim (0, 10) Jim and I
seen (11) saw nuthin (12) anything
Him (13) //e me (14) / too (15) two
Can (16) May your'n (17) i/oura learn (18) teach
be (19) are
come (20) came he (21) (omit)
went (22) gone of (23) have
ketched (24) caught
is (25) are
an (20) and
was (27) MTre I (28) me
KEY FOR STORY F
Me and Louis (1, 2) Louis and I goes (3) go
couldn't (5) could
wasn't no (9) was no or wasn't any are (10) our
he (11) (omit)
went (4) gone
set (6) sat They (7) There
There (8) T/icir
took (22) taken
no (18) any
come (20) came
an (23) and
seen (12) .va?r sum (13) some
them (14) those or /A« learn fl5) teach too (10) to
to (17) at
I (19) me
was (21) were
hasn't
give (24) gave
— nothing (28) hasn't — anything or has —
as (25) that or omit him (26) he
don't (27) doesn't
nothing
WILSON LANGUAGE ERROR TEST
By G. M. Wilson, Ph.D.
Professor of Education, Boston University
TEST 1
For Elementary and High Schools
Write vour name here
Story Date Score
A
B
C
Total
(First name, initial, and last name)
What was your age last birthday ? years
What is your birthday ?
(Month and day)
Write your grade. . . . Your teacher's name
Name of school Name of city
What is your father's occupation ?
WTiat language is spoken in your home?
Directions
This is a test to see if you can correct the mistakes that a pupil has made in writing a
story. Here is a very short sample story. See if you can find the mistakes in it
:
Sample story
Willie come to visit us. He is only six years old. He stayed a hour. He has went
home. I like to Willie.
Here is the same story with the mistakes corrected
:
Sample story corrected
Willie eet»€ to visit us. He is only six years old. He stayed \hoiir. He has
home. I like Willie.
That is the way you are to do in this test. There are three stories in this folder, but you
will take only the first one unless your teacher tells you differently. You are to correct all
the mistakes in that story just as has been done in the sample. Draw a line through each
wrong word and write the correct word above it. Be very careful to correct every mis-
take. Work at your usual rate. You will be given time enough to finish unless you are
very slow.
Be a good sport ; do your best and play fair.
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STORY A Uu>g Error .
Saturday Morning
Saturday morning is a busy time to are house. A feller has a good chance to work.
Me and Dorothy divide the tasks between us. Then we race to see who will finish
first. Last Saturday I taken the breakfast dishes as one of my tasks. I am especial
fond of washing dislies. You should have saw me work. I wanted to get through
so as I could play.
John he called up at eleven o'clock to see if I might play with him. I had too
rooms to dust before I could go. John saw that I couldn't hardly leave my work
until I had did all of it. lie brought over .some doughnuts and gave them to me.
I sure appreciated the doughnuts. Then John helped me. It was real good of
him. When we had finished, I suggested playing marbles until time for dinner.
"I ain't got no marbles," said John. "They comes very handy," I replied. Then
I give him some of mine. I had to many for my bag. John and I enjoy marbles.
When dinner was ready, mother invited John to stay. "If I was sure my mother
wouldn't care, I should like to stay," he replied. John seen that he was really wanted
so he telephoned to his mother. lie enjoyed the dinner and et heartily. When
them apples was passed, John wanted one, but he couldn't eat no more. After dinner
we had another game of marbles. I hopes John may come over again.
Number of errors corrected (Score)
Number of errors not corrected
Sum
[2]
STORY B Lang Error !
A Fishing Trip
John he is awful good to me. He once't ask me to go fishing with him. He said
that he could learn me to be a good fisherman in no time. He had saw some men
cetch a great many fish about a mile up the river. He said that he had watched
them until they became tired. He seen them leave with a large sack full. I agreed
to go with him.
"We hain't got no bamboo poles," John said. "The folks haven't none left over
from last year. Good poles is difficult to find." John give me the lunch to carry.
We et our lunch before we done any fishing. I sit the table while John cut two poles
and fastened the lines to them. He baited my hook hisself and told me to throw it
in. I felt a bite at once and jerked the line. It was a large catfish. I was afraid
the line would break. John said that the line was made good and had held to many
big fish to break easily. I landed the fish but we didn't catch any more. We wanted
to git another one so that each of us would have a fish to take home.
We started and went home early. John said, "You can't never tell about a be-
ginner's luck." John and I are good friends. It is him that I play with most.
When we were nearly home, I begun to look for my little brother. Soon I saw him
coming down the street. He had came to meet us. "I landed a big one," said I, as
I showed him the fish. The fish was the main part of are supper that evening. I
had did very well that day.
Number of errors corrected (Score)
Number of errors not corrected
Sum
[3]
STORY C Lang Krror .
An Accident
One Friday afternoon are teacher she asked us if we wanted to go to the woods.
It was an awful nice day. Ain't it fuii to play in the woods on such days.'' There
was a old woods near the sehoolhouse. Lots of flowers was in bloom. John and me
wanted to pick them flowers so's we could take some home to Mother, but the others
did not wish to wait for us.
We had not weni far when we saw too s(|uirrels. The run away from us. John
ain't never seen such funny little animals. lie said, "Can I throw a stone at them
The teacher said, "No, you mustn't do thai. " JJul lie done it just tiie same, and the
stone bounded back and struck him on tlic li(^ad. He had to {)ay up for it because
there was a lar^e l)um|) on liis head. We liachrt no medicine with us, so we had to
<fo home to ^it some for liim. If I wcvv iiim. 1 would leave the scjuirrels play next
time. Me and William fell sorry for liim.
John's mother give us .some apples for bringing him home. There orchard was
full of apj)les. They never had so many before. The apples was picked and lay
in great piles under the trees. The apples that we received helped to make up for
the disappointment in having to come home early.
Sumber of errors corrected
Number of errors not corrected
Sum
(Score)
WILSON LANGUAGE ERROR TEST
By G. M. Wilson, Ph.D., Professor of Education, Boston University
Assisted by Alice Dunn, Washington School, Boston
and Eleanor J. Murphy, Champlain School, Bo.ston
TEST 2
For Elementary and High Schools
Write vour name here
Story Date Score
D
E
F
Total
(First name, initial, and last name)
What was your age last birthday ? years
W^hat is your birthday ?
(Month and day)
Write your ijrade. . . . Your teacher's name
Name of school Name of city
What is your father's occupation ?
Wliat language is spoken in your home?
Directions
This is a te.st to .see if you can correct the mistakes that a pupil has made in writing a
story. Here is a very short sample story. See if you can find the mistakes in it
:
Sample story
Willie come to vi.sit us. He is only six years old. He stayed a hour. He has went
home. I like to Willie.
Here is the same story with the mistakes corrected
:
Sample story corrected
Willie come to visit us. He is only six years old. He stayed \hour. He has vrettt
home. I like^j^^Willie.
That is the way you are to do in this test. There are three stories in this folder, but you
will take only the first one unless your teacher tells you differently. You are to correct all
the mistakes in that story just as has been done in the sample. Draw a line through each
wrong word and write the correct word above it. Be very careful to correct every mis-
take. Work at your usual rate. You will be given time enough to finish unless you are
very slow.
Be a good sport ; do your best and play fair.
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STORY D L.n.E,ror:3
Playing Marbles
Marbles is a good game. I seen some boys playing the game yesterday. I went
home to look for my supply of marbles. I couldn't find none, so I went to my father.
I said to him, "Father, I ain't got no marbles. W"\\\ you give me a dime?"
Father saw that I was in earnest, so he give me a dime. He done it willingly.
Me and fatlier is very good friends.
I started down the street. I had not went very far, when I met John Taylor. John
he is a good friend of mine. He had saw inc \vn\ v are house, and had came to meet
me. I owed him a dime but he did not ask inc to j).iy liiiii. I suppose he wished me to
have some marbles so as I could play with him. He had some marbles hisself. He is
awful good to me.
I ask him to go to the store with me. "I can't," he said, "I have got an errand
to do. Can I play witii you when I have did the errand?" We agreed and spent
the hole afternoon together. We had a good time. We expect to play agin. If I
was him, I would practice more. Their is no other way to become a good player.
I git some practice every day.
Number of errors corrected
Number of errors not corrected
Sum
{Score)
STORY E LangE.Tor:2
A School Dialogue
John : "Has the first bell rang?"
I
Frank: "I ain't heard no bell."
John : "Have you got them examples that the teacher give us to solve to home?"
Frank : "I did all but the last one. I can't hardly see how to begin it. Me and Jim
worked together. How many did you get.''"
John : "I looked them over and seen that I didn't know nuthin about them. So I
went over to see Charley. Him and me tried too or three and couldn't get
them. Can I copy your'n ? I wish we had a teacher who could learn us
better."
Frank : "Here they be. Oh, John, have you ever seen my new air rifle ? I showed
it to Jim when he come over last night. I tell you it's a fine one. Jim he
was certainly pleased with it."
John : "I wish I had went to your house last night so that I might of seen it. Did
Jim tell you that we had ketched a rabbit in our trap?"
Frank : "Yes, he told me. Jim and I is going to the woods on Saturday and you
may go too if you wish. Jim says there are plenty of nuts in his uncle's
woods, an we are welcome to them."
John : "I wish I was rich. I would buy a bag of English walnuts for you and I."
Number of errors corrected
Number of errors not corrected
Sum
{Score)
STORY F *
The Movies
]\Ie and Louis goes to tlie movies nearly every Saturday. We have went now for
five weeks. One «la.\ I eouldn't hardly see because a hig man set in front of me. Tiu'V
was a i)ieture ahout iiunters in Africa. Frank and Marry were the leaders. There
boat wasn't no l)iKger tiian are rowboat. They had guns, beads, food, and many
other things. I''rank lie sat in front and Harry Ix-liind. Frank seen sum tracks.
They tied the boat. I*'rank said, "Sec them tracks? FII Icarii you too track wild
animals." They were cr<'c|)ing along when all to once out jumj)e(l a lion and caught
Frank. Harry didn't lia\-e no time to lose. He fired just in time to save Frank.
Harry said, "It was a good thing for both yon and I that I fired when I did."
Another time tlu'y come to a village as the natives was having a war dance. They
were took by Ihe natives an made prisoner^. All their things were put in the tent
with them. Harry had a victrola. He played it. The natives thought he was the
god of sounds. He give them the victrola so as him and Frank might go free.
George has becMi to the mo\ies every day this week. He don't have to work as
we do. He hasn't done nothing but play all summer.
Number of errors corrected
Number of errors not corrected
Sum
(.Score)
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Pupil's Score
DIAGNOSTIC LANGUAGE TEST
By W. W. Charters
City
...
Name...
School
.County
_
_...State..
_...Age today „ Race
(Years, Months)
.Grade
_
Teacher
..Date...
..Sex..
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
After telling the children not to read the papers, ask those on the front seats to
distribute the papers, placing one upon the desk of each pupil in the class. Have
each pupil fill in the blanks at the top. Then say, "Look at the directions while I
read them to you."
DIEECTIONS: (To be read by the teacher and pupils together.)
"This test is given to pupils who have studied language lessons to see how well
they are able to teU when sentences are right and when they are wrong. Now look
at the sample below."
I. I told him to go.
"The plan is to read this sentence over carefully to see if it is right. If it is
right, make a cross on the dotted line below the senteuce. The sentence, 'I told him
to go,' is right so we shall make a cross on the dotted line below it. Make the cross
now." (The teacher should pause to allow time for doing this and should pass around
the room in the lower grades to make certain every pupil understands).
"If the sentence is not right, we are to put the correct word or words on the
dotted line below it. Let us iry one that is not right. '
'
2. Mary set in that chair.
"The right form is 'Mary sat in that chair.' So we shall write 'sat' on the
line below it. '
'
"Now children this is what you are to do on the rest of this page and on the
next page. (Pointing). Read each sentence carefully to see if it is all right. If it is
all right, make a cross on the dotted line below it. If it has a wrong word in it, put
the right word on the dotted line. Do not hurry. Be sure to get them right. When
you have finished, bring your j)aper to me. Begin! "
This is not a speed test so ample time should be allowed for each to finish.
1. I saw him. 4. My sister come home yesterday.
2. They set there yesterday. 5. Mary ask me yesterday.
3. The boys have ran away. 6. We was on time.
90-3p
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7. \Ve laid down last night. L'l. Wo sung loiiipi until nine o'clock.
8. I have fell many times.
9. Has tho bell rangt
10. He shall drown if no one rescues him.
11. The ice and snow has melted.
12. I so© llclen ypBterday.
13. Will I do thist
14. I have wrote the lesson.
15. I done all of them yesterday.
16. I give him that pencil last Monday.
17. Lay down, Tige.
18. I have ate some.
19. Has William went hornet
20. Yesterday we run a mile.
21. My aunt and uncle is away.
22. I rung the bell an hour ago.
23. Its back was broke in an accident.
25. She don 't M« ma.
2(5. You have forgot.
27. He w&j setting in the snn.
28. lie run in front of me a* I came in.
29. I.et it lay there.
30. What does thoM words neaa.
31. May I set with himf
32. ITo has took my peneiL
33. Has he came yett
34. After that he begin to cry.
35. Each of us were going.
36. Neither of them are right.
37. A penny was laying on the desk.
38. I have did the teat.
39. I seen a robin.
40. ifv lo«,anT) ha* hr^n icrf 'iit.
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DIAGNOSTIC LANGUAGE TEST
By W. W. Charters
r Fapil's Scores
s Language
(^Grammar
City
School
.County
_
Stat©
Name
_
Age today _...Eaoe....
(TeAra, Montkt)
Date
8ex„
Orade
.
..Teacher
GENERAL INSTEUOTIONS
After telling the children not to read the papers, ask those on the front seata to
distribute the papers, placing one upon the desk of each pupil in the class. Have
each pupil fiU in the blanks at the top. Then say, "Look at the directions while I
read them to you."
DIEECTIONS: (To be read by the teacher and pupiLi together.)
'
' This test is given to pupils who have studied language lessons to see how well
they are able to teU when sentences are right and when they are wrong. Now look
at the sample below."
1. I told him to go.
"The plan is to read this sentence over carefully and see if it is right. If it ii
right make a cross on the dotted line below the sentence. The sentence, '1 told him
to go,' is right so we shall make a cross on the dotted line below it. Make the cross
now. f (The teacher should pause to allow time for doing this and should pass around
the room in the lower grades to make certain every pupil understands).
'
' If the sentence is not right we are to put the correct word or words on the
dotted line below it. Let us try one that is not right."
2. Mary set in that chair.
"The right form is 'Mary sat in that chair.* So we shall write 'sat* on the
line below it."
"Now children this is what you are to do on the rest of this page and on the
next page. (Pointing). Bead each sentence carefully and see Lf it is all right.
If it is all right, make a cross on the dotted line below it. If it has a wrong word
it in put the right word on the dotted line. Do not hurry. Be sure to get them right.
When you have finished, bring your paper to me. Begin 1
"
This is not a speed test so ample time should be allowed for each to flnish.
1. He ran away. 4. He come running when I called.
2. The boys set in one seat last Sunday. 5. I ask her last night.
3. The girls have ran inside. 6. Tou was not looking.
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I7. She laid on the bed all day yetiterday. jS«y John sung a song at M.ary's party.
8. He has fell down. 25. My father don't cry.
9. Haa the gong rangt 26. My father had forgot to come.
10. I will drown if he doesn't come. 27. We were setting on the steps.
11. John and Will has gone. 28. We run home yesterday.
12. I see him last night. 29. Let the book lay there.
13. Will I get your coat for yout 30. What good does these dof
14. I haven't wrote it yet. 31. Where does Oeorge setf
15. He done his work yesterday. 32. They have took the dog away.
16. Once he give me a ride. 33. Mr. Fox has came.
17. Ton must lay down every day. 34. When he entered the bear begin U
growl.
18. Foxes have often ate chickens. S5. Each of them were afraid.
19. Bhe has went already. 36. Neither of us are young.
20. She called and we run to her. 37. It was lying there.
21. The leaves of this book is torn. 38. He has did his problems.
»
22. He rung the gong last week. 39. He seen you do it.
23. My pencil was broke by the pencil 40. The book was tore up.
shaurpener.
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Make a Separate Sheet for Each Grade (Yearly or Half-Yearly)
City State Date.„
School____ Teacher Grade
Test Form Remarks
Distribution of Scores
Score
39-40
37-38
35-36
33-34
31-32
29-30
27-28
2.7-20
23-24
21-22
10-20
17-18
15-16
13-14
11-12
9-10
7-8
5-6
3-4
1-2
Total
Median
No. of Pupils
DIEECTIONS FOR RECORDING SCORES
1. Use a separate class record sheet for each grade (yearly
or half-yearly) and for each class. If your class has but one
grade (say the 5th grade or the 6th-high grade), then the papers
are to be handled as one group. If, however, you have two or
more grades (say 5th-high and 5th-low, or 5th and 6th), you
should use two or more class record sheets, one for each group
of children.
2. First arrange the papers for each group of pupils accord-
ing to the scores on the test, putting on top of each pile the
paper having the highest score. A pupil's score is the number
of sentences he corrects in the accepted manner. Correct answers
for each test and for each form are furnished on pages 3 and 4
of this booklet as aids in scoring.
3. Enter the number of pupils receiving the scores indicated
in the table to the left. For example, count the number of
pupils having scores of 39 or 40 and enter the number under
"No. of Pupils" opposite the "39-40." Similarly, count the
number of papers having scores of 37 or 38 and enter the num-
ber of these in the same column opposite "37-38." Proceed
similarly to enter the number of papers having each of the indi-
cated scores.
4. The median is the score of the middle paper—if the num-
ber of papers is odd. If it is even the median is the average
score of the middle two papers. For example, if there are 35
papers, the median score is that of the 18th paper. If there are
36 papers, the median score is the average of the scores of the
18th and 19th papers. The computed median may also be found
by the statistical method. (See Rugg, H. 0. Statistical Method
Applied to Education. Pp. 110-114.)
5. The 25 percentile may be found by the same process, ex-
cept that this is one-fourth the way from the bottom instead of
one-half. In like manner, the 75 percentile may be found by
counting three-fourths the way from the bottom.
Class: 25 Percentile 75 Percentile.-
Per cent of class above standard for 25 Percentile Median 75 Percentile..
74-4p
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MID-YEAB STANDARDS
LANGDAGE TESTS
Oradea
m TV VI vn vni LZ
MiBCeliaDttoai) A
25 percentile
Median ....
75 pereentil*
MiBceUaneooj B
85 percentile
Median ....
76 percentile
Verb!
26 percentile
Median
76 pereentile
Pronoimi
The standards given above are in every ease based on from several hundred to over a
thousand pnpilff' scores. Where no standards are given, less than two hnndred pupils' scores
are at present available.
4.0 6 .8 8 .1 11 .8 14.0 16 .6
6.7 9 .3 11 .6 16 .5 18.9 22 .8
13.3 13 .6 16 .0 21 .7 24.4 27 .1
3.0 10 .6 15 .7 19 .8 23.5 28,.7
7.B 17.,8 22..0 27,.3 29.4 32,.0
14.8 24 .6 27,.6 32,.4 33.7 36,.8
7.3 12. 9 17..2 19,.0 22.7 28..6
12.6 17. 7 22. 6 24..3 27.6 32..8
18.8 22. 7 28. 4 29.,3 SI.
9
36.,1
8.0 11. 1 14..8 17.,0 19.6 23. 1 19
13.6 15. 1 18. 5 21. 4 24.5 29. 24
19.8 20. 3 22.6 26.,7 29.5 34. 29
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SCORING KEY-CHARTERS' DIAGNOSTIC LANGUAGE TEST
The scoring kev below pvea the corrections for the misused words in the sentences.
However, give credit for anj other corrections which actually correct the misused words
and which do not change tie tense nor the meaning of the original sentences.
PxoAoana—Fona 1 Pronouni—Form S
8«nt«ne« Sentence
Mo.
1
Tot Inaert No.
1
Fop Insert
a m* I 3 ma I
8 70a ke 3 7on ka
4 Uem tke7 (tkoae) 4 tkem tke7 (Uoae)
6 Ue7 ke 5 tke7 ka
e wkom wko wkom wka
T wko wkom 7 wko wkom
him ka 8 kim ko
9 nj wa 9 na wo
10 iu kla 10 iti kei
11 Uem tkeie (tke7) 11 tkem tkosa (tke7)
13 tkem It 12 tkem it
IS tkem tk^T 18 tkum tkey (tkoie)
14 u we 14 Ql we
15 It tkem 15 It tkem
1« wko wkIek (tkat) 16 wko wkick (tkat)
IT »k«—
I
ker—ma 17 I me
18 kim ke 1 me I
19 I and m7 iUt»r my siitof Aod X 19 I and m7 fatker PUT f & t k an<1 T
10 tkam thty (tkoae) 20 tkem the7 (tkoae)
91 I me 31 I ma
aa kiMSif klmaell 22 kiesalf bimielf
as me I 23 me I
%A wkiek wko 24 wklck wkom
a6 I mo 25 I ma
80 kcr aka 26 ker Bko
87 ktm k« 27 kim ka
88 ker •ka 28 ker ika
89 tki>m tk«T 29 tkem tkey
80 tkeir ker 30 tkeir kii (ker)
81 oan#lf ooraeWei 31 oureelf oarsel vol
83 tkelrtelTM tkemselTei 82 tkeireelTei tkemielvei
83 wko wkom 88 wko wkom
84 wkat wkick (tkat) 84 wkat wko (tkat)
85 tkemtelfi tkcmselrea 85 tkemgelfi themielTea
80 ke klm 36 ke klm
87 tke7 tkem 87 tke7 tkom
88 wkom wko 88 wkom wko
89 m7telt I 39 m7feU I
40 k« ker 40 ke kim
Vtrba—rorra 1 Verba
—
_
< orM 8
Srnttae* Sentence
Mo.
1
For Insert Mo.
1
For Iniert
a •«l aai a •et lat
8 ran ma 8 ran mn
4 com* came 4 coma came
S aak atked 6 aak aaked
waa were 6 wai were
7 Uld Uy 7 laid lay
8 feU faUen 8 fell taUen
9 rang mng 9 rang rung
10 ikaU will 10 will Bkall
11 ka« kavt 11 kai kave
13 •r« law 12 tee aw
13 will •kaU 13 wlU kail
14 wrota written 14 wrote written
16 doaa did 15 done did
10
17
10
17
gi^e
la7
gave
lie
18 ate eaten 18 ate eaten
19 w«nt gone 19 went gone
30 nuD raa 20 mn ran
31 U are 21 ia are
33 mng rang 22 mag rang
38 broke broken 23 broke broken
34 •nag
don't
ang 24 snng
don't
aag
as doeia't 25 doean't
ae forgot forgotten 26 forgot forgotten
37 letting aitting 27 letting Ittlng
38 ran ran 28 ma raa
39 U7 Ua 29 U7 lie
80 doea do 80 deei do
81 aet It 81 aet alt
83 Uok Uken 82 took taken
88 came coma 88 came come
84 begin began 84 begin began
85 were wai 86 were waa
80 are li 80 are !
87 laTing lytng 87 laTing iTlng
88 did dona 88 did done
89 ae«n taw 89 leen aw
49 tora Un 40 tOTO tora
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SCORING KEY (Continued)
BenteoM
MisMllAnsolu A—Forn 1
InsertNo. 7oi
1
2 Ladder
8 of
4 coin(c«lett
5 bad! 7
e h»f
7 mall eat
8 tkey
9 moat
10 near
11 Marjs
13 good
la no
14 mnre
nubler
IS beautiful
le queer
17 »a»7
twu
IS worrieder
30 real
31 John pleaaa
•u ju*t kavs
38 awret
there
25 low
2fl a
27 quick
28 new
29 woraer
80 are
81 mure prrfeel
82 od\j nerd
88 bad
84 Ilk*
86 mure prstt;
80 awful
B7 Mr. Sniltk tk«
bak*r
Mr .-ii.ith
88 two U«t
89 niee
40 kal(
wora«
have
moat oomlcAl
bad
bo 71*
mailer
there
nearl7
Manr'a
weU
know
noble
beautifully
que>Tl7
va<ll7
too
mnre worried
reall7
Joka, pleaae
hate lutt
«ei>ll7
their
alowlj
ha*e
quickly
knew
worae
nrrlj
more nearl7 perfeet
nerd 00I7
badl7
a* It
preitlrr
awfully (ter7)
Mr Hmltk. the
baker,
Mr Miulh,
laal two
Icel7
ha"*
MUMU^aau -ror
dentenea
No.
1
2
8
For loierl No. For Iniert
tkera
l-fl
kere
let left let
4
6
kere
kaia't Kot
kere
halnt gotkaven'l kaTen'l
kaln't ft have no kalal got a kaTe no
e ain't lin't ain't Un't
7 wk7 tkF7 wkT
wko'a gotDonald haa wko kaa8 Donald'i got
9 ain't got bar* ain't got kaTc
ain't got no haTen't mny ain't got no karen'l aay
10 drownded drew ned altackted attarked
11 ain't haTen't alo't kaven't
12
IS
of
got
of
gothaTe have
14
15
tke7
I'to got
kaln't
tkey
tkr7'Te got
kaia't
I have they have
10 lin't Un^
17 tkem there Ihote tkem there tboia
10 'tain't 'tita't taint 'tlia't, or It lin't
'taln't It tan't can't can
19 caa' t can kadn't engkt ooghtn't
20 kadn't oogkt oughtn't learn teach
21 learn teach didn't do did
23 no »nj nothing anything
don't SB daat dare
28 darnaa't dare not 24 ain't got hain't
24 ain't got kavea't ain't got doean't have
25 busted barit 25 baited bunt
20 lend borrow 20 lent borrowed
27 ain't no lin't an7 27 ain't li
28 blowed blew ala't nothing Isn't an7thlng
29 ain't aren't 28 blowed blow
80 haven't kare 29 ain't aren't
no an 7 80 karen't haTa
81 tooken taken none an7
82 leaTe let 31 tooken taken
88 went and 32 leaTi let
84 ain't aren't 33 took and
86 noae an7 34 ain't arem't
can't can 85 can't can
80 tkmn tkrew nobody anybody
87 ain't kaven't 80 tkmn threw
38 no any 87 I ain't I'm net
Beret 88
89
nerer
bmng89 brung brot brought
4* 40 BAB may
MlacaUanaoai A.—Fora 8
Sentence
No.
1
For Iniert
2 littler leii
8 of hare
4 beautifuleat mull beautiful
5 badly bad
glrla glrli'
7 Eargeit larger
8 the7 there
9 molt
10 near nearly
11 Johm John 'a
13 good well
18 no know
14 morn
16 beautiful beautifully
10 queer queerly
17 oaa7 eaiUy
18 two too
19 avager more laTaga
30 ri-al really
21 Wiille pleaie Willie, pleaie
32 )uit haTe have loit
28 aweel sweetly
34 tkera tbxlr
25 alow lowly
20 a haTe
27 quick quickly
28 new knew
29 woner worse
8U lure urrly
81 mure perfect more nearly perfael
83 anl7 haTe haTe only
88 bad badly
84 like as If
85 more imall smaller
80 awful awfull7 (Tery)7 John our Janitor Jokn. our Janitor,
Jol.n J.l.u
88 three Uat last tkraa
89 nice nicely
40 half kaTe
Baotenea
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Conkling-Pressey
Grammar Test, Grades 7-12
FORM 1
Printed in XI. S. A.
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION:
(C) GRAMMAR, FORM 1
Name
Grade or Class, School.
City.; State. Date.
Directions—Read Carefully
!
Notice the four statements below:
They were here.
Ixl We was going.
Where were you yesterday?
It was time to go.
One of these four sentences—"We was going"—contains something which
is not good English ; the sentence should read "We were going." A cross has
been put before this sentence, to show that it is wrong.
On the following pages there are some more groups of four sentences.
And in each group one sentence, and only one, is incorrect—contains some-
thing which is not good English. You are to find the wrong sentence in each
group and put a cross in the square before it, just as there is a cross before
"We was going" in the group above. If you are not certain M'hich sentence
is incorrect mark the one which seems to you least satisfactory ; be sure to
mark one, and only one, sentence in every group. Remember also to mark
in the square; do not put a cross half way between two sentences. Any
doubtful marks will be counted against you.
As soon as you are told to do so, open the blank and begin at once. Be
sure you finish all three pages; do not stop at the bottom of the first or
second pages. Work rapidly.
DO NOT OPEN THE BLANK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO
SO. AS SOON AS THE WORD IS GIVEN BEGIN AT ONCE!
Devised by F. R. Conkling
and S. L. Pressey
Department of Psycholo^
The Ohio State University
187-4p
Conkllng-Pressey Grarmnar Test--Form 1
1. Were you notified of the change?
Why doesn't that letter come?
It don't seem possible.
Smith was here yesterday.
2. Swimming, boating, and fishing is great fun.
A Ford is economical because first cost and up-kecp are low.
How are Mrs. Smith and Dorothy?
Physics or botany is required for graduation.
3. There is no excuse for these delays.
There is too many people in this room.
Along the bank there were large trees.
Between Fanny and Helen there have been no secrets.
4. Immigrants who have no money are not allowed to enter.
All pupils who failed this examination are to do extra work.
Coal which dealers ordered months ago is not yet delivered.
Things that Ruth thought essential for her comfort was lacking.
5. Lee, with all his soldiers, was forced to surrender.
Tom and Dick were here.
The proprietor, together with all his clerks, was arrested.
Several bystanders, as well as the thief, was injured.
6. The bright colors of the picture appeal to him.
The first one of the runners was just rounding the bend.
The box of pens have disappeared.
The consumption of soft drinks is steadily increasing.
7. Will someone lend me his pencil?
Everybody did their best.
Each girl must have her own work to do.
All the girls want their report cards returned.
8. Either of the candidates will make themselves popular with the voters.
Q Neither Fred nor John knew his lesson.
Both John and Henry have their cars here.
No boy or girl should be disrespectful to his or her parents.
9. Q No one cares to be so peculiar that people laugh at him.
Q Many people in the audience said that they could not hear the speaker.
If anybody makes a motion to resist, arrest him at once.
If one tries they can succeed.
10. A fireman must be brave, for he is often in great danger.
The student becomes nervous, and as a result he fails.
If a person cannot swim they should not go out in a canoe.
If boys once begin smoking it is hard to break them of the habit.
Do not stop; GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE!
11. The time seemed to pass very swiftly.
She folded, sealed, and mailed the letter.
He ask me the way to the station.
We have used that sewing machine for years.
12. He almost drowned while trying to swim across the river.
John dumb the tree to the limb where the kitten was.
The police dragged the river for the body.
At recess we attacked the snow fort.
^13. I saw Harold at school this morning.
]Mary did all the things that you wished to have done.
Arthur came over to see you yesterday.
He run until he was out of breath.
14. Our heater bursted and flooded the cellar.
She heard all that you said.
The path led to the top of the hill,
The corn grew fast during the hot spell.
15. He had drunk all the lemonade.
Mother has given Harry a watch for his birthday.
Helen was borned on Christmas day.
I have never ridden over worse roads.
16. You should have seen the fireworks yesterday.
He might of been injured severely.
He ought to have gone home with you.
He must have gone by another road.
17. I set the basket there last night.
She sat down in the big chair.
Mother likes to sit by the window and read.
Q He had set down in another man's seat.
18. Mother lay down on the couch to rest.
Mary has laid here, resting, since dinner.
Tom laid his book on the wet table.
Lie down on the bed v/hile you are waiting for the doctor.
19. You may leave the book on the table.
The sick girl left the class.
The teacher let me go early.
The police left the thief escape.
20. John asked if he might go home,
n Can you speak French?
Can I go if I will promise to return early?
May I go fishing this afternoon?
Do not stop; GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE I
Conkling-Pressey Grammar Test--Form 1
21. There is the man whom you wished to see.
There home is not far from here.
They're planning to spend this winter in Florida.
There's the car the Smiths thought was theirs;
22. Two of our friends are going with us.
We hope to hear from you soon regarding this bill.
Helen takes everything to seriously.
Return the book to me when you finish reading it.
23. It will be an hour before we can go.
John's hat and coat are new.
An old man fell on the slippery pavement.
Mary has a pencil and a apple on her desk.
24. She is very good to her mother.
All things considered, she did well.
I can swim as good as John.
Q He had a cold, but is now well again.
25. He looked quickly about the room.
She is very careful and exact.
The leader looked very imposing.
He spoke very distinct.
26. The work was done miserably poorly.
Was he injured very serious?
That canned fish tastes bad.
That statement is surely wrong.
27. Whom did they say was hurt?
Whom did they suspect?
Who do you suppose it was?
Whom did they take him to be ?
28. Father sent Walter and I to the store.
Both Arthur and I went.
They asked either John or me to go.
It was he who knocked.
29. Does that apply to us girls?
We mothers are all coming.
He found us girls at the candy store.
They asked we boys to help them.
30. All the family will be there except you and me.
n I am as much to blame as he.
The stranger sat down between Mary and I.
I like him better than her.
When you have finished, GO BACK OVER YOUR WORK TO BE SURE
YOU HAVE MADE NO MISTAKES
87
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DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION:
(C) GRAMMAR, FORM 2
Name Age.
Grade or Class _ School
City State Date
Directions—Read Carefully 1
Notice the four statements below
:
They were here.
|Y[ We was going.
Where were you yesterday?
It was time to go.
One of these four sentences—"We was going"—contains something which
is not good English ; the sentence should read "We were going." A cross has
been put before this sentence, to show that it is wrong.
On the following pages there are some more groups of four sentences.
And in each group one sentence, and only one, is incorrect—contains some-
thing which is not good English. You are to find the wrong sentence in each
group and put a cross in the square before it, just as there is a cross before
"We was going" in the group above. If you are not certain which sentence
is incorrect mark the one which seems to you least satisfactory; be sure to
mark one, and only one, sentence in every group. Remember also to mark
in the square; do not put a cross half way between two sentences. Any
doubtful marks will be counted against you.
As soon as you are told to do so, open the blank and begin at once. Be
sure you finish all three pages; do not stop at the bottom of the first or
second pages. Work rapidly.
DO NOT OPEN THE BLANK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO
SO. AS SOON AS THE WORD IS GIVEN BEGIN AT ONCE I
Devised bv S L Preasev Department of PsychologyU y . . f s y
.j-j^^ qj^.^ g^^^^ University
242-^
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n John doesn't like his book.
We don't recite today.
Don't he know his lesson?
Jack, were you at the game yesterday?
2. Mahogany and oak are much used in making furniture.
Either Smith or Anderson are going.
Where are Mary and the baby ?
Life in the country is easier, because rent and food are cheap.
3. There is so many automobiles that it is unsafe for children.
There are three more weeks before vacation begins.
Between the two schools there has been much rivalry.
At this crossing there have been many accidents.
4. Children who forgot their money were sent home.
The things that were on the table are gone.
The fire, which had spread to other buildings, was still burning,
All adults who have lived here one year is allowed to vote.
5. n The chief complaint of the employees is regarding overtime.
The leaders of the mob have been captured.
Excessive use of cigarets are injurious.
The card of hooks and eyes is priced at five cents.
6. The teacher, as well as the pupils, were late this morning.
The truck, with its contents, was seized by the police.
All of the students, with the exception of Black, were present.
The man, with the help of two boys, was able to put out the blaze.
7. The girls will have indigestion if they bolt their food.
If a person wants a good laugh, he should go to that circus.
A taxicab driver must be quick, or he cannot avoid accidents.
The fly breeds in refuse, and then they come to our dinner table.
8. Somebody has taken my book.
In the fire drill each pupil has his place.
All the workmen want their wages weekly,
[j Every boy must provide their own lunch.
9. Evidently neither of the girls prepared herself for this part.
Either Frank or Henry hurt themselves.
Jane and Alice are studying their lessons together.
No man or woman should fail to cast his or her vote.
10. O People often say they do not care for a thing they cannot afford.
If anybody asks for an excuse, send them to me.
No one wants his faults made known to others,
Q If one is critical he must expect to be criticized.
Do not stop: GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE I
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11. n He asked me for a match.
He seemed certain that we would win.
He turned, smiled, and waved his hat to me,
They use to go to church every Sunday,
12. n Have you heard of the accident?
How the baby has growed since I saw him last I
O He has gone to town.
I haven't seen him since last summer.
13. The dog ran after the boys.
He had never ridden on a merry-go-round before.
The teacher give a book to each pupil.
John did his work carefully.
14. The guide led the men to the secret pass.
Were you bom in April ?
The tire burst with a loud noise.
Then Jim come running in to tell us the good news.
15. The men dragged the log to the sawmill.
The early settlers were often attacked by the Indians.
The boy was drownded when his boat was caught in the rapids.
The mercury climbed to ninety-eight in the shade.
16. You must a known him in high school.
You ought to have been with us on our trip.
You wouldn't have known her ; she is much changed.
John might have misunderstood the directions.
17. O The train left an hour ago.
Leave the poor boy alone I
Mother will not let me go on the picnic
Leave me go home
!
18. She sat down near me, but did not say a word.
The sun set in a bank of cloud.
How much longer do you intend to set there?
The posts for the new fence are set twenty feet apart
19. He lied to me about the money.
Lay down here until you feel better.
My knife has lain in the grass and become rusty.
The shower will at least lay the dusL
20. He may be late this evening.
Can I please speak to Dorothy about the English lesson?
My mother said I might go to the park for the afternoon.
Could you swim as well when you were his age?
Do not stop: GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE!
Conkling-Press ey Grairunar Test- 2
21. n We hope to see you at the park.
The company has sent to New York for the goods.
Don't attempt too much until you feel stronger,
Here are to books I borrowed last week.
22. He is an interesting but peculiar man,
The boy had a dog and a pony.
For our lunch we plan to have sandwiches an coflFee.
She is an heiress, and a handsome woman besides.
23. Their books and pencils are in their desks.
There planning to go away for a week or ten days.
There's the man we saw at the depot.
Theirs is the big house there on the right
24. Be a good girl while I am away.
How well the little boy reads I
John does not do very good in spelling.
Mother does not feel well today,
25. n The child appeared very quiet and shy,
She sang beautiful,
The boy appeared suddenly from behind a tree,
The flower smells sweet.
26. These tricks can be learned easy.
I will surely go.
He is industrious and painstaking .
She was dressed surprisingly simply.
27. The letter must be for either you or I.
You and I are to go on ahead.
Mother said that the money belonged to you and me.
They asked either John or him to do the work.
28. He saw us girls before we noticed him.
We neighbors are organizing a community club.
He spoke to us boys about running over his lawn.
Us boys are going to have a ball team.
29. My sister is older than I.
All the boys had gone fishing except Joe and me.
Mary is a better student than him.
I am as good a player as he.
30. Whom did you send for the chalk?
Whom do you consider the best student?
For whom is the telegram ?
Whom do you think stole the money?
When you have finished, GO BACK OVER YOUR WORK TO BE SU
YOU HAVE MADE NO MISTAKES!
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Notice the four statements below
:
They were here,
[x] We was going.
Where were you yesterday?
O It was time to go.
One of these four sentences—"We was going"—contains something which
is not good English ; the sentence should read "We were going." A cross has
been put before this sentence, to show that it is wrong.
On the following pages there are some more groups of four sentences.
And in each group one sentence, and only one, is incorrect—contains some-
thing which is not good English. You are to find the wrong sentence in each
group and to put a cross in the square before it, just as there is a cross before
"We was going" in the group above. If you are not certain which sentence
is incorrect, mark the one which seems to you least satisfactory ; be sure to
mark one, and only one, sentence in every group. Remember also to mark
in the square ; do not put a cross half way between two sentences. Any
doubtful marks will be counted against you.
As soon as you are told to do so, open the blank and begin at once. Be
sure you finish all three pages ; do not stop at the bottom of the first or
second pages. Work rapidly.
DO NOT OPEN THE BLANK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.
AS SOON AS THE WORD IS GIVEN BEGIN AT ONCE!
)) Devised by S. L. Pressejr
and L. C Pressey
Department of Psycholog^y
The Ohio State University
470-4P
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1. Were they informed of his arrival?
Can you tell me why he doesn't write?
The girls is here now, Miss Johnson.
The melons were sold yesterday.
2. Was Mary and her grandmother there?
Either Martha or Betty is to blame.
The hat and coat are presents from my father.
The meeting was begun, and the report and new rule were read.
3. There was nothing said about the visitors.
In this valley there has been two floods this year.
When we arrived, there was a line at the ticket window.
Here come the Smith twins.
4. Days so hot that they try one's patience come in August.
The circus, which delighted the children, has gone now.
Not all women who eat rich candy are fat.
O Tenants who insist on keeping a dog has to move.
5. The hen, with ail her chickens, was crossing the road.
The players, together with their coach, were on the train.
Mary and John are waiting for you.
All the boys, with the exception of John, is ill.
6. The supply of sandwiches is rapidly decreasing.
Eggs fresh from the country are sold here.
That set of books have been moved since yesterday.
The owner of the vacant lots wants to build a house.
7. All the children are at home with their parents.
O Each woman talked about their own troubles.
Everybody wanted his particular plan carried out.
Who wants to try his luck first?
8. O No girl or woman here knows their neighbors well.
Neither Jimmy nor Buddy keeps himself clean ten minutes.
Either John or Henry will get his name on the list of players.
Both Mary and Lucy will take their flowers home.
9. If one has the will, he will find the way.
Q Many passengers were getting into their life-belts.
When anybody has plenty, he should share with others.
No one should complain so much that people dislike them.
10. When a baby becomes cross, the nurse puts him to bed.
If a boy cannot climb fences he should not go with me.
When a new pupil comes to school they often are very shy.
If dogs become sick it is hard to cure them.
Do not stop; GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGEl
11. The poor man asked for some water.
The Mexicans were used to hot weather.
We opened the door and walk in.
Anna seemed to be happy yesterday.
12. He was nearly drowned when he fell through the ice.
The boys drug the sleds up the hill.
Q Sally climbed the cherry tree in the yard.
The Indians usually attacked a village just before sunrise.
13. The path has always run through this field.
He came to the party in a new suit.
Robert saw the first robin yesterday.
Q I done more work than you did.
14. Did you hear what I beared?
He went after you had gone.
Danny cried when his balloon burst.
She has grown more this year than she grew last.
15. He was given a thrashing for breaking the window.
Were you born on Sunday?
Have you ever drank sulphur water?
Ruth had never ridden a horse before.
16. The boys might have come home earlier.
Could you of been mistaken?
That must have been a terrible accident.
If he did that he ought to have been spanked.
17. The audience sat very still during the play.
The sun will have set by six o'clock.
Set the alarm for half past five.
During the storm Mary set and shivered.
18. He lay in bed reading a magazine.
The dog lied down in the middle of the rug.
Please lay your flashlight where you can reach it easily.
Has that hen ever laid an egg?
19. The boat leaves tomorrow morning.
Has the cook left?
Let the boy have another chance,
Can't you leave the child play awhile?
20. Do you think I can run as fast as Jack?
May we lift that rock if we can?
Can I have another piece of cake?
I might do what you ask if I thought I could succeed.
Do not stop; GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGEl
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22.
23.
25
26
27.
28.
29.
30.
That is their new secretary.We are going their for lunch.
° J^^t dinner looks good.
He does not write so weil as he didShe works wfU . j *
It's
.Ji-^i ;:t sttir
—
That Hon ac.!tZtr--»'-U He looks intelligent hut at>ut he doesn't talk sensible.
n Winter ' """'"'"^ gracefully.Will he hmp very noticeable?
^H^^^ld'ro^^^^^^^^^^^ '-^'^^^y -active.
'^^^ t niove as rapidly as he did.
D wtrs:7h:
-^irretr ^ t°
WhodidyoutellC- '^^"^^'dent?
I have toM "^^yor?U ld you who your best friend is
Have Ruth and her seen this room ^
^^^^'S::^^ - - leave.The baby threw kisseTtotrt?:^;^^^^-
We Republicans must hold together
^He^"^^^^^^^^^ were climbing the fence.
The lawyer aske^d if
5'^^?""""^^^--- than I.His father IS as musical as heU ii-xcept for David and she J
For years there has been a feud h
"1°""
^° ^ ^^"^ between them and us.
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DIAGNOSTIC TESTS in ENGLISH COMPOSITION:
(C) GRAMMAR
Directions and Record Sheet for Forms 1, 2, 3, and 4
For Use from the Seventh Grade Through College
PLAN OF THE TEST: The test is arranged to give the teacher de-
tailed diagnostic or analytic information regarding each pupil's
ability to recognize the most common mistakes in grammar, using
this term to cover primarily the subject of correct use of the few
inflected forms remaining in the English language—errors in sen-
tence structure are dealt with in a separate test. It is based on
several studies regarding the frequency of grammatical errors in the
written work of both children and adults. For convenience in analyz-
ing results, the items of the test have been grouped according as they
exemplify certain simple rules for the avoidance of the common errors.
These rules are listed on the inside of this folder.*
GIVING: Before distributing the blanks, make certain that every one
has a pencil (or pen). Then give each pupil a blank; see to it that
no one opens his blank before he is told to do so. As the blanks are
passed out say:
Write on the lines at the top of the page your name, and the
other information called for (allow time for this). Now read the
directions just below where you have been writing. As soon as all
(with the possible exception of the slowest two or three) have finished
reading, say. Now open the blank and begin. Work rapldlyl
Do not permit any questions about the test. Collect the papers
when all but the slowest two or throe have finished. The test does not
ordinarily take more than 15 minutes.
SCORING: Count 1 point for each group of four sentences in which
the ungrammatical sentence, and no other, is marked; the highest
possible score is thus 30 points. Use the scoring key in the margins
of this page for Forms 1 and 3 of the test, and the key in the margins
on the back of the folder for Forms 2 and 4. With these keys, scoring
is very easy and rapid. The pupil's blank should be opened and this
sheet placed so that the "page 1" key is up against the column of
squares on page 1 in which the pupil has marked. Each group of
sentences, on this page, which the pupil has correctly marked should
be checked. Page 2 should then be similarly checked by the "page 2"
key. Finally, the pupil's folder should be closed, the score sheet
drawn out from it just far enough so that the "page 3" key shows,
and the back page of the pupil's blank checked. The check marks
may then be counted and the total score written on the front page of
the pupil's blank.
' Test and rules cover all common errors in this general field with the excep-
tion of mistakes in the number of nouns. The omission has been on the gronnd
that a large proportion of these errors are not grammatical in nature—are mere
slips of the pen (as in omitting the « of the plural), or mistakes in irregular plnrali
which are matters of spelling rather than grammar. Oonstructions well on the
road to acceptance as idiomatic, such as "it is me," have also not been included.
For further discussion regarding such constructions see the Teachtr't Itanwtl ac-
companying the Student's Ouidt to Oorrectnets in Writt*n Worlc. (Publiahed by
the Public School Publishing Co.; sample set, 10c.)
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Record Sheet and Directions for
Pressey Diagnostic Tests— Grairanar

GRAMMAB TEST
EULES COVERED BY TEST
1. A pronoun should agree in number
with its antecedent, and a verb with its
subject. Few mistakes will be made if
the following points are kept in mind.
(a) Two or more singular nouns
joined by and require a plural verb and
pronoun; if joined by or or nor, singu-
lar verbs and pronouns are to be used.
(b) There is or there are should be
used according as the subject that fol-
lows is singular or plural.
(c) Intervening words in a different
number must not be allowed to aflfect
the agreement of pronouns or verbs.
(d) Each, every, either, somebody,
anyone, one, and other similar pronouns
are singular.
(e) Doesn't or don't should be used
according as the subject is singular or
plural.
(f ) A singular noun used in a general
way to refer to a class requires a singu-
lar pronoun.
2. Be careful about the tense forms
of verbs.
(a) Do not leave off the ed of past
tense and participial forms of regular
verbs; this mistake is most common
with ask, seem, and use.
(b) Be certain of the correct past
tense and past participle of the follow-
ing irregular verbs: come, see, run, do,
go, give, bear, lead, grow, hear, ride,
drink, burst.
(c) Eemember that drown, climb,
drag, and attack are regular.
3. Certain words are very commonly
confused, usually because of similarity
of sound.
(a'/ Distinguish the following verbs:
lie and lay, sit and set, let and leave,
can and may.
(b) Distinguish also the following:
there, their, and they're; there's and
theirs; to, too, and two; a, an, and
and.
(c) Do not use of or a for have in
such phrases as "might have been" or
"ought to have gone."
4. Do not use adjectives for adverbs.
(a) Do not use good for well.
(b) Do not leave off the ly of ad-
verbial forms.
5. Few mistakes in the case of pro-
nouns will be made if the following
points are kept in mind.
(a) Do not let words coming between
a pronoun and the word governing it
mislead as to the case.
(b) Do not neglect the case of the
pronoun in such phrases as we boys.
(c) Always consider the implied con-
struction after than and as in com-
parisons.
(d) Who is the nominative form and
whom is the objective form required
after prepositions and transitive verbs.
Grade School..
Form of Test
(1, 2, 3, or 4)
.City.. State
Grammar Test
-
Date Examiner-
Pupil's
Name
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
Sentence -
Total right each sentence
Rule illustrated (Forms 1 and 3)
Rule illustrated (Forms 2 and 4)
*le
tie
la lb
lb
Ic
Ic
Ic
Ic
lo
Ic
Id Id
Id
10
Id
Id Id
12 13
2a
2a
2c
2b
2b
2b
14 15
2b
2b
2b
2e
16 17 19
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3c
3a
3a
3a
3a
3a
3a
20 21
3a
3a
22 23
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3b
3b
3b
3b
3b
24
4a
4a
25 26 27 28 29
4b
4b
4b
4b
30 Total
5d
5a
5a
5b
5t)
5c
5a
5d
Compare with rules in column to left. Notice what rules are most frequently violated. Teach each child what he does not know.
The rule for Form 3 is first sentence of rule 1. 1The rule for Form 4 is first sentence of rule 1. JThe rule for Form 4 is la.
Nation-Wide
Medians
(November testing)
Medians
Grade Form 1
(Forra2
norms
are 2.2
higher)
Form 3
(Form4
norms
are 2.2
higher)
7 12.0 13.5
8 14.6 16.4
9 16.6 17.0
10 19.0 19.5
11 21.2 22.0
12 22.7 22.7
College 23.3 26.4
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Forms
2 and 4
BECOBDINO: For the convenience of the teacher in analyzing results
from her class the diagnostic record sheet' on the two inside pages of
this folder has been prepared. This will be found very easy to fill in
if the directions below are carefully followed. Use a separate record
sheet for each grade (yearly or half-yearly) and for each class.
(a) After the pupils' blanks have been scored, they should be
arranged in alphabetical order. The name of the first child should
then be written under "Pupil's Name" on line 1. Suppose now this
child had right sentences 1, 2, 5, 14, and 21. Check marks should be
made in columns 1, 2, 5, 14, and 21, and the total score, "5," written
in the "Total" column. Each pupil '.'« results should be recorded in
similar fashion.
(b) After all the pupils' results have been thus entered the num-
ber of marks in each column should be counted, and this total entered
at the bottom of the record sheet in the "Total right, each sentence"
row. Evidently those sentences which the fewest pupils had right
need most class drill.
(c) The "Class Record" column should now be filled in. Simply
count, from the "Total" column at the right of the individual scores,
the number of pupils making a score of "0." Suppose two pupils so
scored; a "2" should be written in the "No. of Pupils" column,
beside "0." If three pupils made a score of 5, a "3" should be
written beside "5"—and so on. The figures in the "No. of Pupils"
column should now be added and the sum written at the bottom of
this table in the "Total" space. After this has been done count up
from the bottom to the median, or middle case, and write the number
of the space in which this case falls opposite the word "Median."*
USE OF THE BESITLTS: The general standing of the class can be
determined for any form by comparison of total scores with the
norms which are given above the class record, on the record sheet.
(For further information regarding medians, percentiles, etc., for the
Foi-ms 1 and 3 tests, see tlie reports of the First and of Project 11 of the
Fourth Annual Nation-Wide Testing Surveys, respectively, furnished free
upon request.)
Study of total scores should be considered simply preliminary,
however, to such analysis as described above. Give special instruc-
tion on points in which the class is shown to be weak (as indicated
by the "Total right, each sentence" figures), and also provide indi-
vidual work to cover each pupil's special weaknesses. In such instruc-
tion the test itself will be found of great value. The test papers
should always be returned to the pupils, and talked over with them.
Each group of four sentences in the test consists of one common error,
and three other sentences illustrating correct handling of similar con-
structions. Each group should thus be given close study and, with
the rules given on the inside of this folder, should form the basis
for class discussion and individual study of these various points. How-
ever, after such class discussion, all test booklets should be returned
to the teacher.*
' Teachers who do not wish to tabulate the scores of the indiTidnsl papUs on
the record sheet, but wish merely to knnw the class median, can nse the "Olasi
Record" column only and obtain the various scores direct from the test booklets.
The median can be computed as given in paragraph "e" above.
* So if there are 35 pupils the median is the eighteenth score. If the nam-
ber of pupils is even the median is the average of the two middle cases; thni if
there were 34 cases the median would be the average of the 17th and 18th scorei.
* For further suggestions and materials for such remedial work—together
with a summary of the general plan of the test and drill material and the re-
search basis for the entire scheme of testing and remedial teaching—see the
Pressey-Conkling 8tudenl'$ Ouide to Correetrun in WritUn Work, and the ex-
planatory Teacher's Manual accompanying.
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